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ABSTRACT

This thesis represents a theoretical inquiry into the relationship between commodification

ofthe city and city planning. In this respect, tourism contributes to the commodification process

tkough the construction of restaurants, hotels, and special facilities associated with tourism. One

visible aspect of commodification is the marketing oftourism destinations through brochures.

Photographs within these brochures were analyzed to determine the types ofthematic elements

promoted within several Canadian cities.

Canadian cities' actual tourism visitation was examined through Statistics Canada data.

Unlike the more populated areas of Canada, most visitation to Manitoba was domestically-based.

while this fact may prompt a city such as winnipeg to engage in large-scale tourism development

to attract people from other parts ofthe world, this study provides a note ofcaution, as the lack

of comrnunity participation could endanger long-term tourism initiatives. The role of the tourism

planner in Winnipeg is to bridge the gap between community concem and commodification

ensuring that tourism becomes socially and economically viable in the City of Winnipeg.
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Reshaping C¡t¡es for Toutists

INTRODUCTION

Due to changes within the economic landscape, the physical structure of a city is

determined by market forces, among other factors. As a barometer ofa shifting economic

landscape, tourism can be seen as a visible example ofthe shift from manufacturing (production)

to services (consumption). An increasingly visible aspect ofthese forces is commodification in all

forms. In other words, while providing a base for commodity production and a distribution

net\¡/ork for commodities, the city has become a commodity. The visible manifestations of this

phenomenon are apparent as many large cities alter their physical appearaîce, or their pdckaging,

in order to become a place that people wish to visit. Tourism, as a part of the metropolitan

boosterism strategy, has become a greater priority in civic agendas.

Within colorfi;l promotional strategies, the city is transformed from an urban community

to a commercial commodity. Because cities are altering their environments in order to attract

tourists and multinational capital, they have become in some respects products in search ofa

market through attractive packaging featuring unique themed environments. This process has

accelerated since the recession, which has effectively closed many manufacturing industries,

increasing the impo¡tance of service-sector activities. Nowhere is this more evident than in the

realm of tourism. Tourism has grown into a sizeable service industry as the workingperson's

wages and job stress have increased. In theory, a holiday in another place is supposed to act as an

outlet for work-weary denizens of the western world. It gives them the oppoftunity to forget

their daily concerns, to "recreate" themselves by an immersion into another place and culture.

While the extent and size ofthe tourism industry is fairly recent, the idea ofperiodic

breaks in the normal flow of human life and wo¡k is not of recent origin, as man has always felt a
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Reshaping C¡ties fot Tourists

need for organised interruption in the regular pattern ofhis routine activities. Vacations satisfy

this need (Mills, 1983, i).

On a superficial level, the tourism industry is often associated with less developed island

countries. However, tourism can also be seen as an integral part of a larger consumptive/

desireladen society. Tourism is a visible manifestation of consumptive desires, as more people

wish to acquire memories ofother places and have tangible representations oftheir experiences.

The landscape or scenery ofa region has a great deal to do with its attraction for the

tourist. Many regions which offer little in the way of good climate or exciting sports have built up

a tourist industry virtually on scenery alone (e.g. The Rocky Mountains, and, to a lesser degree,

the Canadian A¡ctic). In addition, water plays an important part in forming an attractive

landscape. This is because the sea, lakes and rivers not only add to the visual beauty ofa region

but also offer the possibilities ofrecreation (Matley, 1976,25). Still other attractions compete for

the tourist dollar such as major sporting events, artificially created attractions, (e.g. theme parks

such as Epcot Centre in Orlando, Florida or Bonanzaville in Fargo, North Dakota), old or new

cities with pleasant or characteristic architecture, attractively laid-out streets or picturesque canals

and restaurants, and the lifestyles ofinhabitants which contribute to a place's atmosphere (Matley,

1976,30) Places are considered attractive perhaps due to a favorable climate, an exotic

ambience, or the potential for 'adventure'.

Because this potential can be maximized within urb¿n areas, cities are considered

attractive destinations. This can be due to a city's historical background, as can be seen with

London, Paris, and New York. There are many other factors which can contribute to a city,s

identity: geographic locatioq type of news coverage þublicity), and uniqueness ofattractions.
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Reshaping C¡t¡e.s for Tour¡sts

Geographic attributes are unalterable over short periods oftime. Historical events (positive and

negative) can inJluence the magnetism ofa place, and, because ofthe power ofthe media, these

events can now be staged. This is where attractions enter the picture. These too can be

fabricated or genuine. Either way, their main purpose is to bring capital from one place to

another place.

Promotion by the media or by the city itself attempts to accomplish this goal. Although

sometimes by accident, outside agencies, such as books, movies, and television are more effective

in increasing the attractiveness ofa place. For example, a popular book that uses an urban locale

as the setting ofthe story can literally put that city "on the map" oftourist travel itineraries.

The importance ofthis trend to package cities is tied to perceived economic benefits for

the host city. As an economically important industry, tourism has grown substantially, owing to

the increased interest of tangible as well as intangible commodities. Many cities that have suffered

from industry losses, or which feel a need to respond to the current pecking order inherent within

city hierarchies, have attempted to accommodate this industry in any way possible. This gives rise

to boosterism, which has become the strategy through which a city attempts to attract capital,

either in the form ofvisitors' dollars or investors' capital. In many cases a city will promote its'

histo¡ical, cultural, and recreational resources. In other cases, a city may set out to fabricate a

special environment geared toward tourists. As a result, new environments are created, old ones

are refurbished, and a thematic backdrop for the city is developed, complete with specially

engineered events and festivals. There are prominent shades of this image-building process in

almost every city in North America. Familiar examples include:
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Reshap¡ng Citíe.s fot Toutisß

c Pseudo-historícal signiJìcant ør¿¿s.' once unique to larger places like vancouver and

Baltimore, these areas are now present in almost every major city, including Winnipeg. The

Forks, the historic beginning ofthis city, has been refurbished into a shopping centre which

caters to tourists or people who enjoy its pleasant ambience. It was designed to be the focal

point for many events which occur in the city.

c Areas of consamption thøt contain themøtíc elements: Edmonton's major attraction is a

Iarge shopping mall which contains hundreds ofstores, an ice hockey rink, amusement

rides, a beach in a water park, submarines, and a hotel with theme rooms. A similar kind of

shopping centre now exists in Minneapolis, and other cities, such as chicago, are currently

exploring thematic malls as tourist attraction.

c Thematíc ícozs.' Many small towns have adopted a particular object or icon for tourism

promotion pur?oses. These objects concretize a town's identity, and since the statutes

usually look cartoonish and playful, leisure and good times are the messages sent to the

weary traveller. Acting as the inanimate ambassador of a town, the thematic icon has

become quite prolific, and many towns in Manitoba have one of these elements.

c Themúic places.' Some towns do not build their tourism strategy around one large icon;

sometimes atowns'complete appearance is transformed. This creates abizane end-product

known as the stage-set town. Examples include places designed to resemble the old west

(e.9. Tombstone, Arizona), or Bavaria (e.g. Kimberly, British Colurnbia).

t Lorge scale amusements: Theme parks and amusements are considered extreme

leisure-seeker attractions. In most cases the identity aspect (history, geography, events) is

substituted for generic carnival pleasure (e.g. Disneyland, Six Flags theme parks). These
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Reshaping C¡tie.s for Tour¡sts

elements are sometimes seasonal, sometimes year-round. Such attractions seem to draw

large numbers of people.

t Small scale amusemenls: This element, once unique to Las Vegas and Atlantic City, now

exists on a reduced scale in places where garnbling has been legalized or regulated by the

Provincial or Federal Government.

Two related questions that should be addressed concem commodification, Both how and

why have cities become commodifed in a tourism context are centrâl questions in this study.

These questions can be answered by examining the man¡er in which cities promote or package

themselves to visitors. This thesis will investigate how the process of commodification influences

the look and function ofthe contemporary city. A corollary to these question s is:.¡yhqt is

promoted and what is ignoredwithin the cityT The answers to these questions will be provided

within the analysis section of this study. For the purposes ofthis study the transfo¡mation of

sections ofthe urban landscape into spectacles, and existing landmarks, will be focused upon, as it

is these things which are promoted as being spectacular and unique. The final significant question

tlrat arises from this study is whøt should be the plamter's role regarding urban tourism? Tlus

question is important as the existence of spectacular sights may be at odds with the needs and

concerns ofa city's citizens.

It is essential to provide a conteK for this study. This is dealt with in Chapter l: Method

of Inquiry, which details what this study is about, why it has been conducted, and how the

analysis is accomplished. The relationship between the city, its inhabitants, and commodificatíon
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also needs to be addressed. Chapler 2: The Dìscourse of Posrmodernism provides the necessary

theoretical background as to the transformation ofthe city from manufacturing centre to tourism

commodity.

The actual critique oftourism in Canadian cities is provided in Chapter 3: Identifying

Tourism in catndian cilres. Promotional material is cited here, but the underlying critique is

theoretically based, providing a larger picture ofthe commodification process each city has

undergone. The purpose of this analysis is to examine how city tourism departments combine the

photographed fragments ofa tourism brochure into a fragmented utopian picture ofa particular

Canadian city. A comparison of cities that employ different thematic elements to attract tourists is

the central aim ofthis portion ofthe study. Depending onthe size of the place, these elements

range from a statue ofa fabricated thematic icon to a complete cosmetic transformation ofa

section of the urban landscape. Tourism brochures reveal only pieces of a larger picture; they act

as an abridged storytelling device, breaking the narrative ofthe city into easity digestible tablets

called monument, scenic view, and place. As a rule, fantastic sights are always priorized over

mundane things. The actual effectiveness oftourism promotion will also be examined in this

chapter through an investigation ofdata from Statistics Canada.

With the theoretical and analytical framework in place, the next step is to consider the

implications that urban tourism has for a city. By extension, the effect ofthis phenomenon on

urban planning should be a question on planners' minds. Tourism is a form of urban land

development with potentially long-term detrimental consequences. The thesis represents an

attempt to bring to planners' attention the complex relationship between tourism, media, and civic

agendas. These three areas meet, interestingly enougl¡ in tourism brochures that are produced by
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the city or an organization that advises the city council. By examining brochures from cities

across Canada, the analysis ties these threads together.

The consequences oftourism will be described in Chapter 4: The planner,s Role in the

Tourism System. lhe degree of tourism-related commodilcation within Winnipeg, and the role of

the planner regarding tourism initiatives will be described in greater detail. The purpose of this is

to illustrate that tourism is a complex system that relies on decisions and desires by civic leaders,

businessmen, interest groups, and people that wish to escape the banality oftheir daily lives. In

addressing the nature of the tourism system, Winnipeg's relative similarity to existing models of

tourism will be discussed. strategies toward improving tourism in winnipeg will also be

examined.

The conclusion of this study will summarize those ideas formulated within this study.

Once tourism is explored in greater detail it may become evident that the planner and the planning

discipline will be required to re-examine their respective roles in order to properly accommodate

this phenomenon.
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CHAPTER ONE: METHOD OF INOUIRY

What the study ìs øbout

This study is an attempt to trace and make visible the linkages between tourism, city

functior¡ local community needs, changes in the economic landscape, political responses to these

changes, and the role ofthe planner within this arena. By looking at theoretical perspectives,

tourism promotion, and current tourism initiatives, this thesis gau ges the exrefi of

commodification in a lourism conlext within large urban centres. Ihe role of the planner wilhin

q tourism-oriented will also be examined,

Relevant lite¡ature has described an economic shift from production to consumption, or a

shift from manufacturing to a larger emphasis in service-related fields. Tourisrq and the increased

emphasis on promotion ofdestinations, is a visible example ofthis shift. Tourism has seemingly

become a viable industry and an important component ofa city's economic strategy as factories

close and jobs are lost within the 'older' and now floundering sectors of production. The fact that

tourism is a strategy contained in many current city planning strategies, including the p/an

winnipeg: Toward 2010 and cenfte Plan documents, illustrates that tourism has become a

priority, as economic growth is the perceived outcome for many businesses and politicians. The

realistic probability ofthis strategy being successful is a question that will be addressed as these

documents are examined.

Many cities' tourism strategies involve promoting several selected attractions or events.

This study investigates how cities promote themselves through a transformation ofan urban

landscape into a desirable environment to visit. wÍile this phenomenon can be linked to a
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theoretical shift from a modern to postmodem urban realm, it can actually be seen as a response

by civic govemments to curb increasing job losses brought on by the demise ofthe manufacturing

sector. Through an investigation of promotional material that highlights urban attractions, the aim

ofthis study is to illustrate the predominance of artificially-created environments, highlighting the

elements each place promotes in order to attract tourists. It will be shown that a shift has also

occurred in the manner in which cities see themselves. At the outset it can be stated that the

colorful brochures prefer to show spectacular images instead ofthe daily routine in North

American cities.

As this shift is revealed, the thesis will shift towards determining the nature ofthe

implications of these changes for city planners, as the largest challenge faced by the planner is

reconciling ongoing commodification with local concems.

Why it ìs being conducted

This study is being conducted to show there has been a shift, as stated above, in the way a

city attempts to attract capital. The greater reliance on pleasing images and pseudo-historicav

fantasy environments on the part ofurban centres is a trend that may have unforeseen and

possibly unfavorable consequences for a city's inhabitants. This is because the city is treated as a

playground, instead ofa complex system ofinterdependent functions, uses, and social

relationships. The primary focus becomes pushing the product (the city), which may further erode

already shaþ social relationships based more on the ring ofthe cash register than a democratic

town hall meeting. It goes without saying that the more mundane aspects of everyday life are'left

out ofthe picture' oftourism promotior¡ as this is what tourists are trying their hardest to flee
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from for a couple of weeks. The idea of visiting another city to witness key landmarks and events

is glamorised as being as significant to the visitor as the monolith wâs to the first 'humans' in the

frlm 2001 : A Space Odyssey.

The growth ofthe tourism industry reflects several aspects oflife in the late twentieth

century: increasing overloads of information and accompanying stress, increased insecurity

regarding one's economic future, and worsening crime. Tourism, travel, and leisure were

originally supposed to provide an 'escape valve' from these daity problems. The idea of travelling

to another place, to see its wonders and absorb its ambience, can be an interesting and rewarding

experience. The idea that tourism tra¡sforms the city into a mindless playground is the proverbial

worst case scenario, but careless planning can turn a destination known for its unique features into

a contrived arena ofboredom, costing the local taxpayer millions ofdollars while providing little

in return for local inhabitants.

Important questions to ask at this point are: does this increased emphasis on tourism

negatively affect the inftastructure used by a city's captive population? Do a city's inhabitants

resent acting in a stage production that is their city, for the benefit ofvisitors, or can this be seen

as a worthwhile "job"? Does tourism attract individual or corporate capital ? Because tourism

has grown as a viable industry in Canada" it has entered the realm ofpoliticians, businesspeople,

and planners. Ifthis is the case (and it will be argued it is) then it is imperative that the planner

better understand the nature oftourism promotion, the importance ofattractions, and the

probable consequences offaulty tourism programs and events on a city and its inhabitants.
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Hotu this will be øccomplíshed

Promotional material from Canadian cities will be examined. By obtainirg brochures or

promotional material with photographs from cities in each province and teffitory in canada, it is

hoped that a picture oftourism in Canadian cities will become evident. The analysis itselfwill

examine promotion activities by examining several Canadian cities that actively promote

themselves as interesting places to visit. Photographs from canadian cities such as Toronto,

Montreal, Halifax, Regina, and Winnipeg will be categorized by thematic elements, to highlight

each city's own perceived tourism strengths.

This part ofthe analysis will be qualitative, based on the preconceptions and theoretical

research of images as conducted previously by the resea¡cher. Pseudo-quantitative methods such

as content analysis which break down an image into its individual components, counting the total

number of times an image is shown or a word writteq are being used with some reservations.

This method often breaks down an image into components, but the goal in this case is to create a

picture ofhow cities market themselves through tourism promotion. The overall goal ofthis

study is to obtain pictures of a city through its' attractions. An examination that obtains the

ambience of a place is preferable to one that breaks a brochures' pictures into fragments. The

analysis will illustrate that many ofthe factors that comprise city life are omitted in favor ofthose

elements that signify a tourism experience.

Supplementary data that illustrates actual visitation to Canadian cities will also be

examined. The rationale for including this data is that there may be a relationship between actual

visitation and the imagery Canadian cities employ in promotional material.
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The implications ofthese findings, as they affect planners and plaruring, witl be examined

in greater detail, with an emphasis on exerpts from recent Winnipeg plaruring documents. A

cursory look at tourism objectives for Winnipeg will help explain the uneasy relationship between

city planning, tourisnr, and commodi-fication. At the same time, the exploration of postmodem

theory and actual tourism initiatives will enable the planner to link the commodified aspects of

tourism with the desires ofthe residential population.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE DISCOURSE OF POSTMODERNISM

1.0 Origins of the Packaged City

Tourism strategies are grounded in pragmatic decisions and economic viability, yet many

recent tourism initiatives are drearnJike when they are isolated fi'om their physical (or theoretical)

surroundings. The examination of literature from noted theorists Jane Jacobs, Umberto Eco,

Sharon Zukin, Christine Boyer and others illustrates that the myriad components oftourism often

produce fantasy environments surrounded by "real life". By examining literature pertaining to

tourism as a postmodem phenomenon, this chapter explores the questions, how and why have

cilies become conrmodified? Below, the first section outlines Jacobs concerns about city

planning, and examines the hypermodern perspectives ofEdward Relph, Christine Boyer, and

Celeste Olaquiaga.

1,1 (Once Upon A Time) Towards an Improved Urban Environment

A constructive review ofthe origin of urban tourism begins with an examination of Jane

Jacobs' classic book, The Death & Life of Great Amet'icqt Ci¡ies. This book was published at a

time when it was believed that city issues could be solved by imagining the city as a rational,

ordered construct. Looking at the city from a (then) different perspective, Jacobs argued that

cities are "problems of organized complexity...organisms replete with unexamined but obviously

intricately interconnected, and surely understandable relationships" (Jacobs, 1961,439). To

Jacobs, all great cities were incredibly dynamic places that could be understood ifone examined

those parts of a city that lacked diversþ.
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Jacobs listed four conditions that could produce city diversity, thus vitality, within the

urban landscape. These conditions were:

1. the needfor mixed primary uses

2. the needfor small blocks

3. Íhe needfor aged buildings

4. the needfor concentration

Following the first guideline, in theory more uses in the downtown, for example, equals

more time spent downtown. This in turn brings vitality to an area that is underutilized. One way

of achieving this goâl would involve the addition of a residential population. To Jacobs, "the fust

step in planning the infusion of new potential uses is to have a practical idea of what the infusion

must accomplish ifit is to overcome the district's root trouble" (Jacobs, 1961, 158). But while the

addition ofresidents could add vitality to the city, a long term solution would be to introduce a

visiting population through evening and weekend attractions.

Theoreticall¡ an inñ¡sion ofnew uses would have to result in a downtown that is utilized

during non-work hours. Jacobs cautions howevef that any new use or uses "ought to be in accord

with the district's character, certainly not at cross-purposes to it. It is the character [of large

urban areas] to be intensive, to be exciting, to be dramatic, and this is one of its greatest assets..."

(Jacobs, 1961, 158).

Citing Manhattan in this respect, Jacobs saw the waterÍïont as a wasted asset, capable of

drawing leisure-minded patrons. She recommended that part of the disrict's waterfront should
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become a great marine museum-the permanent anchorage of specimen and curiosity ships, "the

best collection to be seen and boarded anywhere" (Jacobs, 1961, 159). This would bring tourists

into the area at different times. Jacobs also suggests the addition ofother features to the shoreline

such as embarkation points for pleasure voyages in the harbour and around the island; these

embarkation points should be 'as glamorous and salty as art can make them'.

In addition, Jacobs prescribed that there should be attractions set irfand, to carry visitors

farther into the downtown area. These could be aquariums and libraries. Special events that

complement these attractions, such as inexpensive theatre and opera, could be programmed for

evenings and weekends (Jacobs, 1961, 159). With these elements in place,

...if it were done well, would be far more effective as sheer economic support to the
long-term business value of this district than the dreary additions of more
manufacturing plants, taking up the room, contributing nothing the district needs to
maintain its strength (and depriving of their presence other parts of the city that
really need manufacturing plants) (Jacobs, 1961, 160).

In retrospect, it is interesting to see how many cities have actually implemented these

strategies. Jacobs once suggested that reshaping a city's appearance should be done to bring more

people into the downtown, not only to stimulate consumption but to bring community life into the

city's downtown. Yet many contemporary tourist attractions are "sorted out" from the rest of

city, much like civic centres and monuments, to produce the grandest effect possible. This is an

unfortunate outcome. As Jacobs stated, the need for mixed primary uses, combined with small

blocks, aged buildings, and population density, are "necessary to generate city diversity; the

absence of any one of the four frustrates a city's potential" (Jacobs, 1961, 151). Ideally, then,

increased diversity leads to greater social and economic vitality of a city's downtown. If one of
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the four conditions has not been addressed, true urban diversity will not be met. Even when all

four conditions are supplied, diversity can still be compromised. Jacobs states that this can occur

if, at some point,

....a diversified mixture of uses at some place in the city becomes outstandingly
popular and successful as a whole. Because ofthe location's success, which is
invariably based on flourishing and magnetic diversity, ardent competition for
space in this locality develops. It is taken up in what amounts to the economic
equivalent ofa fad.

The winners in the competition for space will represent only a narrow
segment of the many uses that together created success. Whichever one or few
uses have emerged as the most profitable in the locality will be repeated and
repeated, crowding out and overwhelming less profitable forms of use. if
tremendous numbers of people, attracted by convenience and interest, or
charmed by vigor and excitement, choose to live or work in the area, again the
winners of the competition will form a naffow segment of population of users.
Since so many want to get in, those who get in or stay in will be selÊsorted by
the expense (Jâc obs, 196l , 243) .

The worst-case scenario would mean greater control by special interests over residential

and retail uses. As a result, social outcomes, such as the feeling of community, would be

abandoned at the expense of purely economic considerations. lVhile Jacobs supports the idea of a

city employing a variety ofmeans, including packaging, to increase diversity, she rejects the idea

ofpackaging as strictly being an economic concern. The current rationale behind a city's cosmetic

upgrading emphasizes, to a greater extent, bringing people in to spend large amounts ofmoney,

rather than creating any real sense of community. Many cities that suffer from an eroding city

centre see tourism initiatives as an economic panacea and ignore the social problems that have

grown as a result of one-dimensional civic agendas.
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As will be illustrated below, planners need to revisit Jacobs' theories about urban vitality

and diversity. While potential is seen in reshaping urban environments for consumption purposes,

Jacobs' warns that the process ofreshaping an urban area, if left unchecked to private interests,

will hinder any future urban revitalization strategies.

1,2 The Storybook Landscape

Spectacle is capital accumulated to such a degree it becomes an image (Debord, 1967).

Jane Jacobs'fears have been realìzed. It is quite apparent that economic concems have

gained prominence over social concems. Today, we live in a society of standardization, with

look-alike srips offood, gas, and lodging franchises. The world closely resembles a large

network ofbranch plants and regional shopping centres connected by grey slabs ofasphalt.

To the casual researcher, the term placelesslr¿ss suggests a loss ofour sense ofplace in

cities and towns, regionally, and on a continental scale. This term originates from the heyday of

modernism, when seemingly identical built environments were replicated in cities, at the expense

ofthe cultural and geographical diversity that existed before the industrial age placed its stamp

upon an area. While cultural and geographical uniformity is not an entirely new phenomenon,

what is new is the grand scale and virtual absence ofadaptation to local conditions ofthe present

placeless phenomenon (Relph, 1976, 80-1). It is easy but effoneous to simpliS placelessness by

seeing it everywhere. It must be realized that placelessness is an attitude and an expression ofthat

attitude which is becoming increasingly dominant. As such, it is less and less possible to have a

deeply felt sense ofplace, or to create places authentically @elph, 1976,80). Unauthentic
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attitudes to place carry no sense ofplace, and no awareness ofthe deep and symbolic significance

ofplaces and no appreciation oftheir identities. This is a socially convenient and acceptable

attitude at the present time, according to Relph (1976,82). But as a result, this century has been

responsible for the removal of much of the sense of the wonderful from our everyday lives (Mills,

1e83, iiÐ.

The unauthentic attitude to place is nowhere more clearly expressed than in tourisnq for in

tourism individual and authentic judgement about places is nearly always subsumed by (or

subordinated to) expert or socially accepted opinion. As a result ofthis, tourism becomes more

important than the specific places visited @elph, 1976, 83). This attitude toward places is

transmitted though a number ofprocesses or, perhaps more accurately, media which directly or

indirectly encourage placelessness by weakening the identification ofplaces to the point where

they not only look alike but feel alike and offer the same bland possibilities for everyone (Relph,

1976,90). Within such a context,

It takes an efort of imagination to distinguish among the 'non-place places, in
such a landscape. Yet in the quest for an image of distinction, local business and
political leaders continue to build and rebuild as a sign of economic growth.
Their blueprint for growth is often limited to constructing a microcosm of the
past or a panorama ofthe future, and presenting this landscape by techniques of
historic preservation or futuristic new construction that are completely detached
from specific places. Without a specific social and material context, the
organzng principle in these landscapes is simply a visual theme. Just as Busch
Gardens and Disney World deconteKualize the future, Inner Harbor, Faneuil
Halt, ard South Street Seaport decontextualize the past, turning a landscape of
devastation in the inner city into a landscape of consumption. At best, when
market forces destroy and re-create an existing landscape, its artefacts -like the
110,000 pound cast-iron facade of the Fava Fruit Company in Baltimore-are
stored, restored, and even relocated to create an 'authentic' sense of place
(ZuV,tn, 1991,20).
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According to Zukin, from the 1970s to 1987, American federal tax laws supported historic

presence by making it financially advantageous for investors to reuse old urban forms for

commercial revitalization- The principled refusal to destroy old urban forms contrasts with the

use of modern architecture, in the 50s and 60s, to assert the commercial district's viability. After

1965, high-rise construction suggested alienation. Smaller scale, respect for context, and mixed

uses ofspace were proposed as way of restoring a visual sense ofplace. Downtown developers

would derive a theme from former economic uses - the harbor, the marketplace, the factory - and

offer consumers the opportunity to combine shopping with touristic voyeurism into the city's past

(Zukin, 1991, 51).

Importantly, "the market's constant pressure to reproduce variety contradicts the constant

pressure on place to reproduce stability. while most people really want to enjoy the pleasures of

fine buildings, good stores, and beautifi.¡l urban spaces, the processes that cl€ate them make the

city more abstract, more dependent on international capital flows, and more responsive to the

organization of consumption than the organization ofproduction,' (Zukin, 1991,54).

In Cities For Sale, Christine Boyer mentions how the South Street Seaport can be

compared to similar places in Baltimore, San Francisco, and New Orleans that were restructured

in the 70s and 80s. These places became leisure areas that combined shopping and entertainment

with office and residential development. consequently, if one walks along the waterfront of

Manhattan, no unified image ofthe city emerges from series of disparate scenic views: indeed,

there are several isolated selÊenclosed patches of development (Boyer, 1992, lS2).
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The aim ofnewer sites is theatrical. They are to represent certain visual images ofthe

city, to create perspectual views shown through imaginary prosceniums to conjure up emotionally

satisfying images of bygone times. As a result, there is a distinction between the represented

image and reality: New York's developed pockets are divided by "swaths of neglect. " For those

who travel along the imaginary architectural promenade, centers ofspectacle erase the distinctions

between real cityscape and the show. To Zukin, "the stage-set landscape is a liminal space

between nature and artifice and market and place. It mediates between producer and consumer, a

cultural object with real economic effect. The Disney landscape has in fact become a model for

establishing both the economic value ofcultural goods and the cultural value ofconsumer

products'r with conflict designed out, and comfort designed in, the image of a service-sector

economy is a utopian dream. It is self-consciously produced not to be disturbed by such problems

as homelessness, low wages in the service-sector, strikes and racial competition (zukiq 1991,

231). Boyer calls these simulated landscapes of consumption @oye¡ lg9}, lg4).

The South Street Seaport area is a prime example, as it combines the arts of commercial

entertainment and irnaginary travel [to another time and place]. It reframes urban reality in the

form of 'festival markets' that offer the same mix of image and illusion as a 19th century spectacle.

The pleasure ofthe aesthetic surroundings, meanwhile, suspends critical judgement (Boyer, 1992,

187). In this and other cases familiar 19th century cityscapes ofthe past have been replicated to

soothe nervous urban citizens in a period of rapid technological and social transformation.
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Boyer distinguishes three main categories of City lal)leaux:

L Historic quarters: form and preservation mandated by law

2. Special districts with strong visual or historical identity whose ambience is controlled by

contextual zoning or design guidelines (another time and place)

3. countless cities have seen proliferation ofresidential enclaves, shopping malls, festival

marketplaces, and theme parks whose visual decor and atmosphere are cleverly managed

and staged (from small town cross-roads to Disneyland).

These categories have formed the new urban zones: reiteration and recycling of already known

symbolic codes and historic forms to the point of cliché @oyer, 1992, lSg).

City after city discovers that its abandoned industrial waterfiont or outmoded city
centre contains enornous tourist potential and refurbishes it as leisure-time
spectacles and sightseeing promenade. All of these sites become culinary and
omamental landscapes through which tourists-the new public of the late 20th
century-graze, celebrating the consumption ofplace and architecture, and the taste
of history and food (Boyer, 1992, 189).

It is inevitable that the postmodern city is developed with the same factors as before: land,

labor, capital, and their deployment in space and time. The diference now is that the city is

designed as an imaginary landscape. This is where architects self-consciously envision the last

creative frontier ofa highly industrialized society (Zuttn, 1991,241).

The structuring ability ofspace is actual and metaphorical: space stiffulates memory and

desire-the key structural shifts in the 20th century political economy are located in the symbolic

geography of space and localized in spatial metaphors that explore the relation between economic
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power and cultural representation-because landscape is the most important product ofboth power

and imagination, it is the major cultural product of our time (Zufun, 1991,268).

The city has always been a repository of signs which convey meaning. But the

postmodern city turns this theorem upside down. celeste olaquiaga states "...while the symbol

represents a condensation between signifier and signified (and between referent and

representation), allegory re-enacts the opposite, the impossibility ofthat condensation ever taking

place" (Olaquiaga, 1992,21). Allegory can be defined as a story or nanative, as a fable, in which

a moral principle or truth is presented by means offictional characters or events, etc. The t¡ansfer

oftime to space is primarily a result ofthe exhaustion ofthe cultural assumptions which provided

a coherent, comprehensive vision ofthe world, as represented primarily in the symbolic unity of

matter and spirit. This disruption ofthe symbolic unity radically transformed experience, as it is

no longer connected to any abstract meaning. Experience becomes intense and material, seeking

the confirmation of its existence in the present and concrete. Only the most explicit

rnanifestations satisfy this desire, giving rise to figuration that finds in atlegory its perfect

expression.

Having left the notion oftotality behind, allegory replenishes the ensuing vacuum with the

multiplication of signifiers. In postmodern space, signs are not tied to one discourse, but are

floating around. As there is a tendency to\rr'ard saturatio4 culture tums toward those forms that

provide a notion of concreteness as an imaginary compensation. To Olaquiaga, this explains

allegory's popularity (1992, 57-8).

This section illustrates that the urban commodification process involves creating

spectacular environments in order to stimulate visitation and consumption. As these areas
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become more popular, other cities adopt similar strategies in hopes ofreplicating similar success.

Everyday urban concerns are deemed to be less ofa priority within this sphere ofurban tourism.

The perspectives ofZukin, Boyer, and Olaquiaga illustrate that the city has become a

fragmented collage of images and sþs that vie for the consumer's eye (and dollars). At the

extreme, theme parks become mo¡e like cities (with the 'bad parts' edited out) and cities become

DisneyJike (with the bad parts pushed offto the margins). This is but one characteristic of the

postmodern touristscape.

2.0 Characteristics of the Postmodern Touristscape

The sometimes bizarre characteristics ofcontemporary tourist attractions can be better

understood by examining those characteristics ofpostmodernism that have an impact on tourism

planning. In this sectioq several consequences ofpostmodemism such as contrived landscapes,

city hierarchies, and commodification are explored in detail by examining work from several

notable theorists including David Harvey, umberto Eco, sharon Zukin, and Jeftey Hopkins.

2.1 Contrived Realities

To Zukin, postmodem culture suggests the possibility ofreconciling landscape and

vernacular, market and place; yet the more visible it becomes, the more it takes on the

decontextualized, market-oriented look offranchise cultu¡e. postmodem architecture makes

places less distinctive. They become 'nonplaces' in global markets. This suggests interior and

material landscapes conveying a sense ofrupture and discontinuity. Taking for granted that

progress is fragilg the postmodem symbolic landscape represents the same destruction of
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longevity, of cultural layers, and ofvested interests that opposes markets to places (Zukirq 1991,

2"r).

Despite its ideolory of resistance, postmodernism suggests a similar
accommodation with the culture of market transactions. It decorates the city
with legible, local, 'friendly' emblems of economic power while real economic
structures are more abstract, more influenced by international flows, and less
Iikely to be understood as they appear in public view (Zukin, 1991, 2B).

The projection ofa definite image ofplace blessed with certain qualities, the organization

of spectacle and theatricality, has been achieved tkough an eclectic mix ofstyles, historical

quotation, omamentation, and the diversification ofsurfaces (Harvey, 1990, 93).

To Harvey, fiction, fragmentation, collage, and eclecticism, are all suffiised with a sense of

ephemerality and chaos. These may be considered the themes that dominate in today's practices

of architecture and urban design (Harvey, 1990, 98). This is the role ofthe simulacrum: a perfect

replication of something original, so that it is nearly impossible to discern the difference between

the original and the copy (Harvey, 1990, 289).

Regarding the creation ofattractive places in a city, it should be noted that the emphasis

on using the downtown as a 'part-time playground' is rooted in several factors. One of these is to

find a new use or relevancy for a city's downtown. It has been illustrated that what is being

changed is realþ itself

This should come as no surprise, for the mass media make it easy to create and

disseminate new structures of reality. New realities do not have to convert the entire society, but
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merely has to locate enough customers to fill up the theatre. But "the more enterprising among us

see that there is much to be gained by constructing - and selling to the public - a certain reality,

and so reality making becomes a new art and business', (Anderson, 1990, 5). Anderson is

referring to political campaigning, but this formula could also apply to specially created

environments. The same reasoning and same result -theatre - are apparent. He continues by

stating that thejob skills ofa creator ofsocial reality should include stor¡elling, as well as

playwriting, playacting and the many varieties of stage(d) production. As more people suspect

reality can be created, the world becomes a kind oftheatre in which competing groups offer

competing stories and scenarios.

The characteristics oflife in the early postmodern era include:

l. society is a social constructiot of reality. All the things that identiS and define a ,people'

such as its boundaries, culture and political institutions - are the products ofearlier

inventions.

2. Individual identity is also a social construction of reatity, and the concept of a'self is

different in different societies and at diûferent stages of history.

3. Ile regard the collective beliefs of individuals (instead of the mind of God or laws of

hisÍory) as the uhimate repository of social reality. ln other words, what is true is

defined by what we all believe. At the same time, we know that beliefs can be modified.

4. All sectors of sociery are deeply interested irtfinding out what people believe tfuough

such devices as public opinion polls, and modifying these beliefs through advertising,

propaganda, brainwashing, public relations, etc.
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5. A perception Íhat life is a drama and that major issues involve the definition ofpersonal

roles and the fabrication of stories that give purpose and shape to social existence.

6. Public happenings having the quality of scenes created or stage-managed for public

consumption. They are what Daniel Boorstin has called pseudo-events (Anderson, 1990,

107-8).

This last characteristic is especially relevant in the context oftourist attractions and related events

and festivals.

A pseudo-event is not spontaneous, but comes about because someone planned, planted,

or incited it. It is planted primarily for the purpose ofbeing reported or reproduced; it has an

ambiguous relation to the underlying reality ofthe subject, so that the press and public may

speculate freely about what it really means, and; is usually intended to be a selÊfi.¡lfilling prophecy.

For example, a night-club mentioned as 'popular' in some prefabricated item in a gossip column

actually becomes popular. Typical pseudo-events are the press release, the interview, and the

celebration designed to call attention to a business enterprise (Anderson, 1990, lzs). As someone

watching the evening news may notice,

Whenever an incident - a political fracas, a sex scandal, a child trapped in a well,
a major disaster, a horrible crime - heaves up into public view, it becomes a
commodity [italics mine] - and the more interesting and laden with the things
that make good fiction (sex, violence, money, power, conflict, intrigue), the
more potentially marketable and the more likely to be packaged and repackaged
in many forms for public consumption...whenever an event moves into the stage
of being represented ofl mass television, it has moved into a strange never-never
land in which there is no longer any serious attempt to bring forth some genuine
understanding of it or feeling for it. It has become McReality, experience turned
into fast food (Anderson, 1990, 128-9).
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It should be emphasized that pseudo-events play a role in the promotion oftourist attractions, as

beacons for wayward travellers eager to experience something larger than !ife.

This section illustrates that commodification is a process that alters reality. Once unique

environments and special events become pa¡t ofthe urban tourism strategy, the image ofthe city

changes accordingly. For planners, the challenge is to accommodate some of these reshaping

processes by regulating tourism-related development. At the same time, the concerns of the urban

citizertry should be included in any tourism initiatives.

2.2 The City is a Stage

'Something about this place/ makes me lose a grip on time and space'

Lyric fi.om Saint Etienne Song 'LeaJhound, (1993)

ln Travels in Hypeteality, Umberto Eco journeys across America in search of contrived

places designed to look like authentic originals. Eco uncovers a uniquely American philosophy of

immortality and duplication, as "authentic copies" @co's words) of items and places are found

during his travels. He encounters "perfect reproductions of interiors, rooms, encounters with a

magic past" @co, 1986, 10). A reverence for kitsch is found when visiting wax museums, an Old

west ghost towrq or a theme park, "one has the impression of entering and leaving time in a

spatial-temporal haze where the centuries æe confused" @co, 1986, 11). The wax museum

juxtaposes figures from different historical eras, while the ghost town enables the customer to

participate in a westem fantasy in the role ofthe cowboy who has come to town to be fleeced of

all he has accumulated. Historical occurrences and objects are rendered sensational as truth is
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gleefully mixed with legend, like a soup containing hallucinogenic properties. Eco considers this

process to be evidence ofa phenomenon termed hyperreality.

The search for instances of hypeneality uncovers not only objects and small-scale

attractions but landscapes as well. Eco sees California and Florida as an "unintem_rpted

continuum ofurban centres, great ramps of freeways that span vast bays, artificial cities devoted

to entertaiflnent..." (Eco, 1986,26). Unlike Europe, which consists of selected amusement

houses and parks, the U.S. contains 'amusement cities'such as Las Vegas, which focus on

gambling and enter-tairiment. A detailed analysis of the architecture in Las Vegas (i.e., Venturi,

Brown & Izenour, 1972) illustrates that this is a 'message' city entirely made up of signs. Instead

of a city which communicates in order to functioq Las Vegas functions in order to communicate

(Eco, 1986,40).

There are then the fake cities, or places that imitate other cities (New Orleans reproduced

in Disneyland) parts of cities (a reproduction ofa popular Los Angeles street in another part of

Los Angeles) and landmark areas (Mississippi river in Disneyland). Disneyland is considered the

ultimate toy city, as common sights as the American Main street are presented as absolutely

realistic and absolutely fantastic. The Main Street facades invite people to enter then¡ but the

interior is a disguised supermarket where one buys obsessively, believing that you are still playing

(Eco, 1986, 43). Disneyland produces illusion, stimulating a desire to see, ride, and consume

inconsequential parts of it. Meanwhile, in Disneyworld, the monorail takes one pírst artificial

bays and lagoons, a Swiss village, a Polynesian village, golfcourses and teruris courts, large
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hotels. The illusions correspond to demands and wishes ofthe visitors. Disneyland exemplifies

how technology can give us more 'reality' than nature can, as (mechanical) alligators are evident at

Disney's Mississippi simulation but are not seen when Eco visits the actual Mississippi @co, 1986,

44). within the park, no traditional spaces exist; there is always something to see, like a room

cluttered with old toys and curiosities. The great voids of modem architecture and city planning

are unknown here @co, 1986, 48). A transformation is evident. Huxtable describes a'profound

shift'that mutilates and sells short what it pretends to elevate and embrace. It has instantly

recognizable characteristics-an emphasis on surface gloss, on pastiche, on the use offamiliar but

bowdlerized elements from the history ofdesign, on tenuous symbolism and synthetically created

environments, a detachment from the problems and processes through which contemporary life

and creative necessity are actively engaged.

Jean Baudrillard saw America in a sirnilar manner when he toured that country. In his

travelogue-hyperreal excursion I merica, everylhing Baudrillard observes about America forces

him to reflect at length on whatever hits him during his journe¡ be it velocity, landscape, or the

nature of America. He rejects "the picturesque tourist round, the sights, even the landscapes

(only their abstraction remains, in the prism of scorching heat). Nothing is further from pure

travelling than tourism or holiday travel" (Baudrillard, 1986, 9).

These writers' views of America as being a place composed of striking landscapes is

interesting in that it higblights everyday aspects of America as being quite at odds with the

surrounding landscape. The whole American landscape shows signs ofhypeneal transformation.

A more critical analysis is provided by Huxtable (1992).
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The replacement ofreality with selective fantasy has been led first by the preservation

movement and then by a new, successful, and staggeringly proñtable American phenomenon: the

reinvention ofthe environment as themed entertainment. In turn, the blend of new and old, real

and fake, original and copy, in even the best ofthese restorations defies analysis; it is dedicated to

a wholly artificial construction that is supposed to convey a true (that is, tangible) experience of

American art and history. But if these 're-creations' teach something to those who might

othen¡vise remain innocent of history, they also devalue what they teach; the intrinsic qualities of

the real place are transformed and falsified (Iluxtable, 1992, Z4).

Authentic reproduction have become the con words of American culture: something that

is authentic is real, a reproduction is not..."to equate a replica with the genuine artefact is to

cheapen and render meaningless its true age and provenance; to imply equal value is to deny the

act ofcreation that was informed and defined by the art and custom of another time and place.

what is missing is the original mind, hand, material, and eye. In other words, authenticity." The

te¡m'authentic reproduction' has entered the language and culture as a total up-ending ofvalues

and a great money-maker for historic ¡estorations, museums, and other coat-tail enterprises

(Huxtable, 1992,24).

williamsburg and similar attractions have conditioned us to prefer and believe in "a

sanitized and selective version ofthe past, to deny the diversity and eloquence ofchange and

continuity, to ignore the actual deposits ofhistory and humanity that make our cities vehicles ofa

special kind ofart and experience, gritty accumulations ofthe best and worst we have produced.

This record has the wonder and distinction ofbeing the real thing,' (Huxtable , lggL,25).

williamsburg and Disneyland both deal in a doctored reality: a suspension of disbelief, the
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expeÍise of illusion, and promotion ofa skilfully edited, engineered, and marketed version ofa

chosen place, or theme.

A themed shopping environment that uses style as a distinguishing marketing factor is the

ultimate extension of shopping mall as purveyor of entertainment and social activity. It represents

the heart of modern consumer culture. More disturbing is the carry-over of the same pretence to

other buildings and places where what remains ofan indigenous urban life is being replaced by

these "lessons" in merchandising and make-believe (Huxtable, 1992,26). To Huxtable, Jean

Baudrillard, n Simulations, argued that the simulation replaces the original, to become the reality;

a technologically based, shrewdly programmed artificial experience in a manufactured and

managed environment offering controlled and pricey pleasures (Huxtable, 1992, 26). New

technological advances (also known as high+ech) has induced a confusion between spatial and

temporal boundaries, collapsing the conventions that formerly distinguished fantasy from reality

and creating a third, quite polemical, cognitive space: that of simulation (Olaquiaga, 1992, .r<,x).

This section illustrates how commodification can manifest itself as a complete tourism

strategy in small towns and selected sites across No¡th America. Planners should take note that

when seen from this perspective, commodifcation re-creates places from past eras and towns and

regions become known as places where mini-plays are held, while everyday concerns are pushed

aside.
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2.3 City Hierarchies

David Harvey (1990) states there are many aspects ofgeographical organization that have

risen to a new prominence under conditions ofa more flexible accumulation ofcapital. The need

for accurate information and speedy communication has emphasized the role of world cities lir-the

ûnancial and corporate system. The diminution of spatial barriers results in the reaffirmation and

realignment of hierarchy within what is now a global urban system (Harvey, lgg1, Zg5).

The downtown spaces of London, New York, and Toþo otherwise known as first tier

cities, became globally oriented financial and business service centres, demanding new office

towers, luxury residences, entertainrnent spaces, and upscale markeçlaces. But due to

computerization and large corporations' operational segments (branch-plants) everywhere, cities

of all sizes compete for investments. As a result, American midsized cities enjoyed fantastic

growth (Boyer, 1992, 193).

It follows that ifcapitalists become increasingly sensitive to the spatially differentiated

qualities of which the world's geography is composed, then it is possible for the peoples and

powers that command those spaces to alter them in such a way as to be more rather than less

attractive to highly mobile capital. Local ruling elites can, for example, implement strategies of

local labour control, of skill enhancement, of infrastructural provision, oftax policy, state

regulation, and so on, in order to attract development within their particular space (Harvey, 1990,

2es).
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The qualities ofplace stand thereby to be emphasized in the midst ofthe increasing

abstractions of space. The active production of places with special qualities becomes an

important stake in the spatial competition between localities, cities, regions, and nations.

Corporatist forms ofgovemance can flourish in such spaces, and themselves take on

entrepreneurial roles in the production offavourable business climates and other special qualities.

In this context, we can better situate the striving for cities to forge a distinctive image and to

create an atmosphere ofplace and tradition that will act as a lure to both capital and people 'ofthe

right sort' (Harvey, 1990,295).

A heightened inter-place competition leads to the production of more variegated spaces,

but since this competition opens up cities to systems of accumulatioq it ends up producing what

Boyer (1988) calls a recursive and serial monotony, 'producing from already known pattems or

moulds places almost identical in ambience from city to city' (Harvey, 1990, 295). The less

important the spatial baniers, the greater the sensitivity ofcapital to the variations ofplace within

space, and the greater the incentive for places to be differentiated in ways attractive to capital.

The end results ofthis diferentiation are ofcourse fragmentatioq insecurity, and an ephemeral

uneven development within the highly unified global space economy of capital flows (Hawey,

1990,296).

A competitive location game has emerged on a global scale, with cities and regions

marketing themselves. A city's image becomes the selling point, and "to be effective, a place's

image must be credible, simple, distinctive, and have appeal" (Kotler et al, 1993,20). As a result,
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spatial design codes and architecture pâttern languages become increasingly important in selling

the look of an upmarket, upbeat environment. The style oflife is visualized and represented in the

spaces ofconspicuous consumption: these become important assets that cities proudly display.

Since the mid-7Os, most cities' economic development strategies have been focused entirely on

attracting the headquarters' of multinational corps and global financial concerns, and providing all

the infrastructure, service, hotels, and convention centres these industries require. South Street

seaport, Times Square, and Battery Park, have all been planned as sites ofsuch conspicuous

consumption architecture, and artist-focused designs, to appeal to tastes of white collar workers

and upper middle class consumers-the new urban populations (Boyer, 1992, 193)

The concentration of investment by multinational corporations, banks, and other financial

institutions, and cultural producers who cater to and comment on their presence, remakes the

world hierarchy of cities and places (Northern california ascends, Michigan declines) . These

shifts between landscapes ofproduction and consumption have a dramatic effect on socio-spatial

structure (Zukiq 1991, 269).

At present, it seems that cities and places take much more care to create a positive and

high quality image ofplace, and have sought an architecture, and forms ofurban design, that

respond to such need. That the result should be a serial repetition of successful models is

understandable, given the grim history of deindustrialization and restructuring that left most cities

in the advanced capitalist world with few options except to compete with each other, mainly as

financial, consumptiorq and entertainment centres. Imagining a city through the organization of
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spectacular urban spaces became a means to attract capital and people in a period ofintensified

inter-urban competition and urban enterpeneuralism (Harvey, 1990, 92).

This section illustrates that competition between cities and regions has intensified due to

shifts in the economic landscape. To attract capital in the form ofbusiness or tourism dollars,

many places alter their physical appearance. This competition between locations is a sad but hard

truth planners must be aware ofwhen new tourism initiatives are proposed.

2,4 Commodification

At the outset, buildings are a product, and, like other products, packaging is the first thing

people may see. A¡chitecture and design have become more 'professionalÞed, as they face stiff

competition for corporate commissions (Zukin, 1991, 44-6). Disney world builds scenarios that

"imply a continuing interaction offinancial investment and cultural production that could lead in

two directions: deeper social roots for the service economy and more pervasive corporate control

over the visual imagination" (Zukt4 1991,273). Af the same time, ,'...new waterfiont shopping

centres expand a zone of liminality downtovvn based on visual consumption. Usually built on

disused piers in older cities with declining ports, they present shopping as a means ofenjolng

urban culture" (Zukin, 1991, 50).

Of the many developments in the arena of consumption, two stand out as being of

particular importance. The mobilization of fashion in mass markets provided a means to

accelerate the pace ofconsumption not only in clothing, omarnent, and decoration but also across

awide swathe oflife-styles and recreational activities (e.g. leisure). A second trend was a shift

away from the consumption ofgoods and into the consumption of services-not only personal,
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business, educational, and health services, but also into entertainments, spectacles, happenings,

and distractions (Harvey, 1990, 285). Once the commodity is placed within a system ofsigns

symbolizing entire life-styles and supporting environments, the system itselfseeks to increase

consumption by suggesting that a particular lifestyle requires the acquisition ofnot one but an

entire series ofgoods (Faurschou, 1990). Consequently, simulated landscapes of exotic and

imaginary terrains cleverly combining the fantastic with the real, become the ideal background

props for our contemporary acts ofconsumption, set-ups that intensifu the commodity's power of

seduction" (Boyer, 1992, 200). Thus, a place like the South Street Seaport is actually an outdoor

advertisement that narrates a story about trade and commodities, and these narratives of

adventure and conquest fill out the more nostalgic desires ofthe consumer (Boyer, 1992,202).

For promoters ofproducts, desire has become a matter of meaning, which results in the

manipulation of signs, for what now sustains the consumer society is the ability of manufacturers

to perform this manipulatioq to manufacture meaning (Woolley, 1992, 199). At the same time

"people like to consume; they seek their social identity in shopping, comparing goods, and talking

about consumption. They find drama, history, and a variety in new spaces ofconsumption.

However, as their lives grow more distant f¡om the activities of material production, they lose

interest in values that developed during the industrial age: economic equity, labor organizatio4

social justice" (Zuktn, 199 1, 25 5).

Jameson cites Debord's statement, 'the image is the final form of commodity reification'as

an introduction to his own analysis ofthe culture ofthe image. The image culture ofthe

postmodern is post-perceptual, tuming on imaginary rather than on material consumption
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(Jameson, 1991,144). Consumerism is viewed as a compensation for an economic impotence

which is also an utter lack of any political power. Reification is, in this sense, the way in which a

product somehow shuts us out even from a sympathetic participation, by imagination, in its

production. It comes before us, no questions asked, as something we could not begin to imagine

doing for ourselves (Jamesorq 1991,317).

This section illustrates that the attractiveness ofa place from a tourism perspective is

dependent on the ability ofthat place to convey a meaning that appeals to tourists. An

over-emphasis ofthis fact leads to an areas' dependence on consumption-oriented income from

outside the city.

2.5 A Working Model of Commodification

Disnifcation: an absurd, synthetic place made up of a surrealistic
combination of history, mytlL reality, and fantasy.

Imagineering: the imaginative engineering of deception or
manufactured and manipulated illusions (Hopkins, 1990).

Commodification is prevalent in many forms and in many places, but a glaring example of

this phenomenon can be found at the West Edmonton Mall. The West Edmonton Mall or WEM,

"embodies an important cultural shift in our urban landscapes: the increase in leisure services of

consumption replacing manufacturing industries of accumulation (King, 1988, 452); the growing

intrusion offantasy and spectacle into everyday places and the totalitarianization ofa previously

public domain." (Hopkins, 1990, 8). WEM conveys elsewhereness yet is placeless (Hopkins,

1990, 10). Taking Zukin's assertion that buildings are products literally, WEM actualizes this
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claim. To its visitors, "the landscape of the mega-mall is itself a product to be consumed, a place

to be experienced according to advertisements, and not merely a context for shopping. The

traditional role of marketplace as protector from the natural elements and as forum to meet and

interact with others still holds, but the mega mall offers context itself as a consumable product:

'the image has become the final form of commodity reification' (Jameson, 1984, 66; Hopkins,

1990, l0).

A sense of "elsewhereness is post-modem in architectural style; theoretical orientation and

experience. Pastiche and schizophrenia are characteristic ofthe post-modern architectural style,

which reorients space and time (Jameson, 1983, 113-25). 'Pastiche' involves the imitation or

mimicry of other styles; it is an ironic and witty twist to traditional designs; it mocks the'original.'

'Schizophrenia' is the blurring oftime and space through fragmenting building space and mixing

novel uses and activities. Elsewhereness is both producer and product ofthese characteristics, but

the basic idea of imitation inherent in the concept is not novel. (Hopkins, 1990,4-5). The success

or failure of elsewhereness as a spatial strategy depends on the exchange and transfer ofmeanings

between patrons and the metonymical and placial icons, a process of iconÞation or signilcation

requiring cooperation. Employing signs from obscure or unfamiliar systens would hold little

meaning for the masses and hence little entertainment or use value. Only references to widely

held cultural experiences or knowledge could be used, such as the Crown jewels, Christopher

Columbus's Santa Mariq New Orleans, and Miami Beach. Patrons are constrained for their part

by several factors: income, time, wants and desires, life experience and knowledge (Eyles, 1987

102; Hopkins, 1990, 10-1).
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Placial lcons are an attempt to simulate characteristics and uses ofother places; they are

'spatial metaphors' ofother places in that they act as substitutes for the original referent or place.

Metonymical icons do not act as placial substitutes but refer to a larger whole through their

associative characteristics. Placial icons supersede metonymical icons by attempting to simulate,

near-duplicate or replicate characteristics and uses ofthe referent or'material place'. Both

constitute icons because they replicate palpable artefacts or conditions which represent other

settings and/or times. This associative reference of metonymical icons to characteristics ofother

times and settings and the near duplication of characteristics and uses ofplacial icons to other

places, assist willing patrons to transcend present settings and times (Hopkins, 1990,4).

Exotic places under one roofcan be considered placial icons: "regardless ofthe degree of

resemblance in characteristics and use, none ofthe these placial icons is a perfect replica ofthe

original or referent place, and hence they lack an identity oftheir own. They remain placeless,

albeit in the guise of elsewhere. To constitute 'place' a placial icon must be'a centre of felt

value...a repository of meaning' (Johnston, Gregory & Smith, 1986, 346) which has a physical

setting, a location, and a sense of identity @urgess & Wood, 1988, 95). The fact that a placial

icon is not an exact duplication may be part ofthe amusement; patrons may revel in the pleasure

ofimitatio4 in the awe ofthe technical wizardry that has (re)created so many different settings in

a single building (Eco, 1986, 46). Placial icons constitute the simulated landscape ofelsewhere,

and elsewhere is where consumer utopia can be found in the form ofmyth. A consumer utopia is

a place to purchase 'everything you've wanted in a lifetime and more'; the attempted realization of

a perfect place ofmaterial and experiential consumption (tlopkins, 1990, 13).
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The Myths embodied in the 'consumer utopia' include:

l. The good life for all: myth of egaliørianism through consumption (Eyles & Evans, 1987,

41) everyone is free to choose where and what to purchase, provided everyone has the

money.

2. The myÍh oJ personal fi'ansformation tltrough physical determination (Berger, 1972

129-54; Lewis, 1987, 1 1 I ) patrons can alter the character of their lives for the better by

experiencing the WEM environment and will become richer in some way (but poorer

because of money spent).

3 Mylh of millionaire slaf¡rs: in the past, only the rich could travel to locales with favorable

climates, but WEM brings other locales to the average family.

4. Myth of public communily centre, people see the mall as 'public' as opposed to private

space: WEM promoted as a public congregative centre in its widely distributed monthly

'events calendars'.

5. The myth of escape: WEM as place free of mundane struggles. This is contradictory to

Myth #4, as public affairs do exist and are encouraged by the mall (Hopkins, 1990, 13).

The fact that the West Edmonton Mall contains so many myths is a testament to the

creative work that went into its creation. This shopping centre's popularity says a great deal

about the needs and desires of the people that are attracted to consumer utopias. Being a

contained world of consumption, IVEM is a striking example of a postmodern touristscape.

As this section has illustrated, reality is altered to produce grand spectacles for people

bored with the predictability of ordinary life. As the everyday world of srip malls and franchise
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outlets becomes more standardized, specially created tourism environments attempt to offer

complete escape while bombarding the sight-seeing individual with attractive goods and services

that can only be experienced fully ifthey are purchased by the tourist-consumer.

While specific examples such as the West Edmonton Mall point to the superficial side of

tourism, it would be a grave injustice to simply dismiss tourism in general as a cornmercially

proficient attempt at providing temporary colorî¡l thrills. As will be stated in the next section,

tourism is a phenomenon shaped and moulded by parties interested in attracting people to a

certain city, towrl or region. While insights into postmodem theory help to explain how cities

have become commodified, section thee will examine why commodification is an attractive

option for civic governments.

3.0 Tourism: The Search for Unique Experiences

The creation of fantasy environments such as Disneyworld, the West Edmonton Mall, and

old west towns are a response to people's desire to escape the rigors ofeveryday life by becoming

immersed in unique experiences. The purpose ofthis section is to further explore the importance

oftourism attractions as an important part of one's tourism experience. Several facets oftourism

are examined in this sectioq including ideas from Daniel Boorstin, Roland Barthes, and Clare

Gunn. It will be illustrated within this section that tourisr4 by its very existence as an industry,

commodifies the real world for the sake ofproviding illuminating experiences for the

consumer-traveller.
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3.1 From Travel to Tourism

"A well-packaged totu' musf include insurance against risks. In this
sense the dangers of Travel have become obsolete; we buy safety and
peace oJ mind right in the package. Somebody else covers the
risks...when the traveller's risks are inflrable he hqs become a
/oat?s/" (Boorstin, 1961, 91).

In an increasingly commodified society, leisure becomes more of a'lunch-break', with its'

regimented schedules. Indeed, Daniel Boorstin (1961) noticed this several decades ago. While

many Americans now travel, few are travellers in the old sense ofthe word. The multiplication,

improvement, and cheapening oftravel facilities have carried many more people to distant places.

But the experience ofgoing there, the experience ofbeing there, and what is brought back from

there are all very different. The experience has become diluted, contrived, and prefabricated.

The modern American tourist now fills his/her experience with pseudo-events. He has

come to expect both more strangeness and more familiarity than the world naturally offers. He

has come to believe that he can have a lifetime ofadventure in two weeks and all the thrills of

risking his life without any real risk at all. So he expects that the exotic and the familiar can be

made to order: that a nearby vacation spot can give him Old World charm, and also that if he

chooses the right accommodations he can have the comforts ofhome in the heart of Africa.

Expecting all this, he demands that it be supplied to him. There has been no lack of honest and

enterprising suppliers who try to give him what he wants, to help him inflate his expectations, and

to grati& his insatiable appetite for the impossible @oorstin, 1961, S0).
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When did this transformation occur? Boorstin states that it began "sometime past the

middle ofthe nineteenth century, as the graphic revolution was getting under way, the character

of foreign travel - first by Europeans, and then by Americans - began to change. This change has

reached its climax in our day. Fomerly travel required long planning, large expense, and great

investments of time. It involved risks to health or even to life. The traveller rvas active. Now he

became passive. Instead of an athletic exercise, travel became a spectator sport" @oorstin, 1961,

84). Being passive, the tourist expects interesting things to happen to him. He goes

"sight-seeing", expecting everything to be done to him and for him. Thus foreign travel ceased to

be an activity or experience, and became commodified. Reasons for this include technological

advances in transportation, and the rise of the package tour (Boorstin, 1961, 86-90).

3.2 Tourist Attractions

From one perspective, tourist attractions are a positive component ofthe urban landscape.

Gunn considers all components ofthe tourism system are important to its functioning, but

attractions provide the energizing power. He defines attractions as the onlocation places in

regions that not only provide the things for tourists to see and do, but also offer the magnetism

fo¡ travel. Attractions are the mirror side of market interests, the places where personal and

social expectations from travel are realized. Because markets change over time, so do attractions,

even though they often have physical roots. Furthermore, economic impact, even though directly

derived from commercial services and facilities, is dependent on the attracting power ofa region

to draw travellers (Gunn, t988a, 107).
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The relationship between attractions and other components can be visualized in the

following manner:

Figure l: The Functioning Tour¡sm System
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To Guru1 attractions are an integral part ofthe functioning tourist system,
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Gum proceeds to classify attractions based on two types of tourism: touring circuit afld

longer stay (focused). Touring circuit attractions satis$ touring markets, or those travelling for

business or pleasure on tours that include many separate locations. Examples of touring circuit

attractions are unusual institutions, relatives' homes, shopping areas, and outstanding natural

areas. In contrast, longer stay attractions are at or clustered about destination areas. These

attractions are used by the same users repeatedly over entire vacation or business trip periods

(Gun4 1988a, 113). Longer stay or focused attractions c¿n include resorts, festival or event

places, sports complexes, and theme parks (see detailed breakdown, page 1 13, 1988a). Itis

important to consider that:

An important part of the scope of tourist attractions is their varying
dependency on natural a¡d cultural resource cha¡acteristics. For a great
many attractions, the natural resources are important, such as topographic
change, climate, wildlife, surface waters, waterfalls and other scenic
features, and unusual natural phenomena such as geysers and natural
bridges. Others depend more on cultural foundations, including historic
buildings, sites, archaeological digs and restorations, ethnic sites, and many
manmade points of interest, such as manufacturing plants, or cultural
institutions such as universities (Gun4 1988a, 116).

In today's market competition, the small and separate attraction pales before the larger complexes.

The idea of attraction integration to create laxger complexes, which have greater interest value fo¡

visitors and are more promotable, has become a popular one, as there now exists clusters of

attractions in theme parks, natural parks, and urban areas (Gunr¡ 1988a, 121).

The rise of tourist traffic has brought the relatively recent phenomenon of the
tourist attraction pure and simple. It often has no purpose but to attract in the
interest ofthe o\{ner or ofthe nation. As we might expect, this use ofthe word
'attraction' as 'a thing or feature which 'draws' people; especially, any interesting
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or amusing exhibition' dates only from about 1862. It is a new species: the most
attenuated form of a nation's culture. All over the world now we find these
'attractions' -of little significance for the inward life of a people, but wonderfully
saleable as tourist commodity (Boorstin, 1961, 103).

To Boorstin, tourist attractions work best when they are pseudo-events. As such, they are

not spontaneous cultural products, they are made especially for tourist consumption. This is case

in large world centres as well as remote villages, for "eamest honest natives embellish their

ancient rites, change, enlarge, and spectacularize their festivals, so that tourists will not be

disappointed. In order to satisry the exaggerated expectations oftour agents and tourists, people

everywhere obligingly become dishonest mimics of themselves. To provide a full schedule of

events at the best seasons and at convenient hours, they travesty their most solemn rituals,

holidays, and folk celebrations-all for the benefit oftourists" (Boorstin, 1961, 103). IVherever in

the world the American tourist goes, therL he is prepared to be ruled by the law of pseudo-events,

by which the image, the well-contrived imitation, outshines the original @oorstin, 1961, 107).

The sight-seeing items, which can be confidently guaranteed and conveniently and quickly

delivered to tourists on arrival, have these merchandisable qualities precisely because they are not

naive expressions ofthe country. They cannot be the real ritual or the real festival; such was

never originally planned for tourists. Like the hula dances now staged for photographer-tourists

in Hawaü (courtesy of the Eastman Kodak Company), the widely appealing tourist attractions are

apt to be those specially made for tourist consumption.

Meanwhile, the tourist demands more and more pseudo-events. The most popular of

these must be easily photographed (favorable weather and light conditions) and be inoffensive, or

suitable for family viewing. By the mirror-effect law ofpseudo-events, they tend to become bland
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and unsurprising reproductions of what the image-flooded tourist knew was there all the time.

The tourist's appetite for strangeness thus seems best satisfied when the pictures in his own mind

are verified in some far country @oorstin, 1961, 109).

According to Boorstiq domestic travel has undergone the same transformation: "we all

know how desperately Chambers of Commerce work to create local color, how auto license

plates advertise unreal distinctions...nearly all the changes in foreign travel have appeared with

equal or greater effect in domestic travel" @oorsthr, 1961, 109-10)

The growth oftourist attractions, or, as Boorstin calls them, tourist traps has been

unprecedented in recent decades. From the grandiose Disneyland and its smaller imitators

(Freedomland, Frontierland, etc.) to the plaster-oÊparis "Covered Wagon" and "Indian Tepee,'

filling stations and 'museums' now lining highways in Kansas and Nebraska, artificial amusement

sites have proliferated across North America. The pre-eminence of Yellowstone National Park as

a tourist attraction is doubtless due to the fact that its natural phenomena - its geysers and

'paintpots' which erupt and boil on schedule - come closest to the artificialþ of 'regular' tourist

performances. They are Nature imitating the pseudo-event (Boorstiq 1961, 111). Inthis respect,

Baudrillard echoes Boorstin years later, when he mentions natures' repository of special effects.

Naturally, tourism literature plays a large part in promoting these types offeatures.

The 'special nature' ofattractions is exemplified with Baedeker's invention ofthe

star-rating system. Two stars were given to sights that were considered extraordinary

(Yellowstone Park, the Louwe, the Pyramids); one star was given to sights of a lesser rank

(merely noteworthy) and mine-run tourist attractions were not given any stars at all. Baedeker's
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rating system and the Blue Guide and Penguin Guides have "dominated the uneasy, half-cultivated

modern tourist" (Boorstin, 1961, 106).

In describing The Blue Guide, Barthes states that it 'hardly knows the existence of scenery

except under the guise of the picturesque'. As an agent of blindness, its' depictions cloud some

aspects ofthe destination, while highlighting other aspects. The gracelessness ofthe landscape

accounts for travel interest @athes, 1973, 81). Men are reduced to type: they are seen as mere

introduction, constituting charming and fanciful decor, and meant to sur¡ound the essential part of

the country which is its'collection of monuments (Bathes, 1973,82). Barthes summed up the

situation perfectly when he states that "to select only monuments suppresses at one stroke the

reality ofthe land and that ofits people, it accounts for nothing ofthe present, that is, nothing

historical, and as a consequence, the monuments themselves become indecipherable, therefore

senseless" @arthes, 1973, 83).

Is tourism that sinister? Are planners constructing cities in a manner so that visitors are

channelled to the appropriate locations without seeing the existing communities? The problem

with the above-described guides is their fragmented portrayal ofa place as a repository for unique

sights. This portrayal reduces tourism to an exercise in collecting special pictures, rather than

away-from-home experiences.

Gunn contends that the goal ofthe tourist is in obtaining interesting, worthwhile, exciting

experiences. No one, least ofall a plarurer, can guarantee this outcome (Gunn, 1988a, 114).

While planning can assist the integration of complementary attractions, there may be danger in
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contriving unrealistic situations with'too much'planning. Yet "one may be critical of anything but

'real'events and places. On the other hand, landscapes are reflections ofcultures, and cultures

change. Ifone is to interpret some earlier age and all the original artefacts are gone, there is no

recourse except to recreate the situation (Gunn, 1988â, 121).

In essence, the touristsphere consists of different situations. Cohen (1979,27) has

identified four types oftouristic situations:

r Authentic-objectively the real thing

r Staged authenticity-covert (tourist unaware) tourist space

r Denial of authenticity-may be real but is doubted by skeptics

o Contrived-created settings admittedly not originals

For the purposes ofurban tourism experiences, we can examine Butlerts tourist attraction

Iúerarchy. It consists of several levels:

l. Global tourist attractions,include places that have international recognition and contain

many elements of appeal (that attracts people with diverse interests). Examples include

Paris, London, and Toþo. It is interesting to note here that Butler cites cities as being the

greatest possible tourist attraction. These cities mean something to many people; images

come to mind when the cities' names are mentioned. They are established global

attractions which attract tourists because they convey a rich potpourri ofstories, history,

feelings, and adventure in an urban setting. They can be considered cosmopolitan or

metropolitan because of all ofthe interesting elements they have to offer.
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2. special feanres or places capable of attracting distinct groups oftourists globalty but do

not appeal to everyone. Egypt's Pyramids fits in this level, but some natural attractions,

such as the Old Faithful geyser in Yellowstone National Park, could also fit into this

framework. Other memorable attractions such as Vancouver,s Omnilmax or Calgary,s

staging ofthe Olyrnpics may appeal to select groups ofinternational tourists.

3 . Places which attract lourists ndlionally. Butler argues these attractions will not attract

international tourists. Despite the attractions these cities have to offer, euebec City,

Edmonton, and perhaps Winnipeg would appeal to Canadians only because they are not

cosmopolitan in the same manner as Toronto, Montreal and perhaps Vancouver.

4. Places which attract people to certain areas in conjunction with other feafiu.es (The cN

Tower, Sþdome, and Eaton Centre in Toronto). Some cities can have a series of

memorable attractions, and still not be considered a global tourist attraction. New

orleans, New York, and possibly Boston are considered attractive due to historical and

cultural factors. It is financially impossible for a city to transform itself into spectacle, so

many places, in attempting to become attractive on a global scale, alter and promote

selected areas oftheir urban domains. These places that adopt'designer docks'and

engage in upscale beautification in order to become noticeable to international tourists

might be putting the cart before the horse. The difference between the former and the

Iatter is that cities that construct tourism-Íïiendly complexes are creating an urban-based

attraction. cities that have a long-standing cosmopolitan image are the attraction as it is

understood that there will be things to do there. Meanwhile, the failure to combat existing
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urban problems while turning the city or parts of it into a playground for the well-heeled

builds resentment in the local population.

Places which are regiondl attractions (nafional or provincial parks and historic sites).

Many canadian cities can claim this honor with urban parks and gardens (paradise found),

historical attractions, and recreation-based attractions, such as spectator sports. Festivals

and events could be considered regional in scope, depending on the size and history ofthe

particular event. It could be argued that some festivals and events have a national

popularity (winnipeg's Folk Festival), while other events (street festivals) are locally

based.

Local aftactions, ranging fiom ones genuinely capable ofattracting people to others that

essentially help tourists to pass the time in a place. Butler cites museums in this context.

one could also consider shopping, dining, accommodation and transportation as elements

that enhance a tourism experience but may not necessarily provide an incentive to

travellers.

Incidentally, Butler states that west Edmonton Mall fits at levels 3 and 4 (Butler, l99l, z9l). rn

contrast, Wirnipeg hovers around levels 5 and 6, but like other cities could ascend the hierarchy if

tourism became a greater priority in civic agendas.

3.3 Tourism Advertising: The Power of the photographic Image

Refening back to Gunn's diagram ofa tourism system @igure 1), it is crucial to keep in

mind the importance ofpromoting a place, in order for it to be a popular draw with tourists.
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Due to the fickle nature ofthe sightseeing tourist and intense competition by regions for

tourism-generated dollars, urban tourism development has become costly and intensely risþ.

Besides difficulties in attracting a target market, many cities are struggling with or attempting to

recover from negative images, as cuffent media coverage reinforces the perception of cities as

inhospitable environments for the pursuit of many leisure-oriented activities. In spite ofthe image

problem, the economic restructuring of cities has identified tourism as an industry with

tremendous potential. As a result, competition for the tourism dollar has become increasingly

intense (Haywood, 1990, 25).

It is important to note that "the perceptions held by potential visítors about an area may

have significant i¡fluences upon the viability ofthat area as a tourist-recreation region,' (Hunt,

1975, 1). There seems little reason to doubt that for many people tourist brochures, whether

obtained from travel agencies or from official government tourist bureaux, play a major role in

forming their image of a place @illey, 1986, 60).

In Hummon's words, tourist advertising becomes the cultural text that symbolically

transforms ordinary places and times into extraordinary tourist worlds. In contemporary American

culture, tourist advertising accomplishes this task by presenting tourist worlds as places of

plenitude, nature, leisure, history, and paradise, thus transcending the earnest reality ofurban

everyday life (Hummon, 1988, 179). As a ritual text, tourist advertising is involved in a symbolic

transformation of reality, remaking ordinary places, from New york to lowa, into extraordinary

tourist worlds (Hummon, 1988, 181) and the language of travel brochures often presents vacation
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destinations in ways that oppose the features of life'at home' (Moeran, 1983, l8l). To the social

critic, tourist advertisements are similarly less indicative ofthe nature ofplaces than ofthe

purposes ofadvertising. Here, the promotional materials of tourism, as part ofa culture of

consumptioq tell us about the commodification ofexperience, about the selling ofplaces to

prospective consumers. Iftourist advertisements remake places, they clearly do so in special

ways, providing a representation ofreality whose meaning lies precisely in its opposition to the

everyday life of mass urban industrial America. In doing so, they provide the symbolic structure

essential for a ritual break from ordinary reality, marking out an extraordinary time and place that

inverts the reality of daily life (Hummon, 1988, 200). Essentially, the tourist is also a traveller who

is willing to die, but onlyjust a little, in order to be bom again. This too is the symbolic content of

his journey, the meaning ofhis adventure, an adventure which is reflected and attested by tourist

ads, memorializing the variations ofthe experience, from detachment to discovery of one's

personality and ofthe world (Urbain, 1989, 1 17).

Imagery is an essential part oftourist decision making but it can be manipulated to suggest

that a destination has all the requirements ofthe "bliss formula,' (Lea, 1988, 23). In order to

advertise a package hoüday as a drean¡ tour operators select images from a set ofalternatives

established by a network of cultural categories and principles involving time, space, and social

status (Reimer, 1990, 503). The imagery of intemational tourism is not about socio-economic

reality; it is about dreams and fantasies (Reimer, 1990, 510). Image can be broken down into

several distinct components: mythification and fantasy (in which places are portrayed as paradises

ofthe untouched and exotic); minimization of foreigners in places considered too strange and
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possibly uncomfortable for tourists- in this case advertisements often explicitly try to balance risk

with security experiences, such as showing a photo ofa luxury hotel next to one emphasizing the

exotic qualities ofa place; recreation entertainment and enjoyment, with little, ifany, reference to

cultural attractions; romanticization oftraditional lifestyles; placelessness, in which images are

transferred from other, better known attractions and associated with the advertised place, rather

than using the place itself; and realistic portrayals ofattractions (Lew, 1987, 567-8).

From the photographs on posters, slides, snapshots and postcards to those in advenising

brochures, souvenir booklets, and travel magazines, there is a vast body ofpictorial evidence for

studying visual imagery in tourism (Albers & James, 1988, 135). On one hand, they can serve as

supplementary data for illustrating and illuminating aspects ofthe tourist experience and its

associated travel environment. on the other hand, they can become a primary source ofdata for

understanding the form, meaning, and process ofphotographic representâtion in tourism (Albers

& James, 1988, 135). It is the power ofphotography to pass itself offas a replication ofthe

"real", and a credible source ofknowledge without revealing its underlying ideological message,

that makes it such an intriguing and challenging medium for analyzing ethnic communication in

the context oftourism (Albers & James, 1988, 136). Photography is a socially constructed

medium for communicating ethnic imagery in travel (Albers & James, 1988, 156). To decode the

nanative structures which animate tourist advertisements contributes to understanding the code

which determines touristic behaviour.
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To summarize, vacation photography is about information, aesthetics, emotion, and

power. It represents a vitally important medium through which we communicate with others and

understand and learn about places (Haywood, 1990, 25). When used in tourism advertising,

vacation photography gains more power, as images are combined to create a favorable impression

ofa place.

3.4 Lesson Drawing: the Practice of Commodification of the City

To study tourism is to study consumer behaviour and culture. Like other products,

tourism consumption "is 'sign-driven' and media-driven, subject to the dictates of commodity

exchange and consumption patterns" (Watson & Kopachevsþ, 1994, 645). Commodification has

been defined on numerous occasions as the process by which objects and activities come to be

evaluated primarily in terms o|Íhei exchange vahrc in lhe context oftrade, in addition to any

use-value that such commodities may have. Watson and Kopachevsþ argue that "when one

conceptualizes tourism as a commodity, this meaning has to be extended to include at least one

other value as well: sign-vahrc" (Watson & Kopachevslcy, 1994, 646). Accepting this value is a

major step toward understanding that tourism is an industry governed and controlled by imagery

through advertising. Mass media or tourism bureaux themselves gather necessary images Êom

the now chaotic flow of signs and simulated images that are prevalent in Westem culture, and

make the tourism experience seem to be greater than the sum ofthe individual tourist attractions

already in place. In considering the commodification oftourism, one must consider the complete

tourism experience, including services, activities, and experiences as well as mere objects (Watson

& Kopachevsþ , 1994, 649). Those pieces of advertising known as tourism brochures do their
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part to highlight tourism as an experience. This is crucial, for "what is being sold is not just the

direct use ofthe commodity, but its symbolic significance as a particular ingredient ofa cohesive

lifestyle" (Watson & Kopachevsky, 1994,656). The inescapable 'keeping up with the Joneses"

logic that is so much an important part ofcapitalism has found a comfortable home within the

colorful pages of tourism brochures.

While Watson and Kopachevsþ bemoan the state of tourism, other writers are quite

content to acknowledge that tourism is a product with positive and negative attributes. But,

significantly, "[tourism] is not an'industry'in the conventional sense as there is no single

production process, no homogeneous product and no locationally confined market" (Smith, 1988,

145). Stephen J. Smith also considers the tourism product to be the sum ofthe complete tourism

experience, but approaches this definition in a different manner: "the production and the product

may not be conventional, but they are real and ofsubstantial economic importance to communities

and nations worldwide" (Smith, 1989, 592)

In practice, tourism can produce substantial economic and social benefits, but consists ofa

variety ofcomponents, and the relationships between these components are important. Recalling

Gunn, a functioning tourism system consists of markets, attractions, services, transportation,

information, and promotion. Any place that undergoes tourism initiatives must have these

components in place in order to function smoothly as a system.
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Regarding attractions, Gunn states that

a wide variety of physical settings and establishments provide a pull for travellers
to visit destination regions. Whereas almost anything at one time or another may
become an attraction, the functional tourism system requires identification,
planning and management of physical devetopments and programs that provide
visitor satisfactions. Attractions, no matter who owns and provides them, not
only attract visitors but provide for their participation...(Gunn, 1988a, 71).

Attractions are physical place settings for experiences, "although attractions ca iot

command user participation, they can be so located, designed, and managed to increase the

probabilities of satis$ing visitor travel purpose" (Gunn, 1988a 123).

Ferrario (1979, 24) selected six criteria for attractions. These were

o A long s¿¿s¿n ofuse.

. Access is related to both time and space.

c Admission through some means of permission and often by price.

o fmportance, as some attractions, by virtue ofboth market interest and intrinsic value, are

far more important as attractions for visitors than others.

t Frøgilíty, as some important sites cannot withstand intensíve visitor use, or require special

controls to protect cultural or natural resource values.

e Popularíly, for whatever reason, some attractions (e.g. West Edmonton Mall) are popular

regardless of location and development.

Importantly, service facilities, such as hotels, motels, restaurants, bars, retail sales, and

other services are just as important, ifnot more so, as attractions. Transportation in tum provides
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a linkage between place of residence and place of destination and is a very important component

Through the linkages it provides, transportation clearly favors some attractions over others, thus

"all attractions are related to the nearest city as a travel service center" (Gunn, 19gga, 124).

In many cases, the physical development of an area can provide muttiple functions. For

example, a restaurant can serve both as an attraction (if it becomes the target of one's travel

itinerary) as well as a service. But not all restaurânts serve both functions. A bus is a means of

transportation, but a bus tour is an attraction by virtue ofits interpretative program about the

scenic and historic sites along the way The provision of services, meanwhile, often enhances the

attractiveness ofa regiorq as was the case in samoa and the Fiji islands (Guna l9gga, 72).

Intenelationships such as these illustrate that the tourism system is a dynamic one.

Gunn argues that the information/promotion component is intimately linked to the rest of

the system, as this component provides the prospective tourist with a background about a

destination, whether it is transportation, services, or attractions. He states that ,,communications

of all types are becoming more and more important to link the consumer to the product...if

tourists do not know about travelways, attractions, services, and facilities, and do not know how

to get to then¡ tourism can be less than satisfactory for both consumers and suppliers. Certainly,

the planning for tourism must include understanding ofthe essential component of

promotion/information" (Gurur, 1988a, 171). Because ofthe importance ofthis component in

making the tourist aware ofa destinatio4 Gunn sees the effects ofthese components as positive
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rather than manipulative, although he does admit that the primary function ofthis component is to

influence people to visit a particular destination (Gunn, 1988a, 72).

The goals oftourism promotion can be outlined as follows:

to increase awareness ofthe destinatior/hotevcarrier as an option for the next decision;

to increase the number in the target market who hold favorable attitudes toward the

destination/hoteU carrier;

to broaden the knowledge ofthe specifics ofthe destination/hotel/carrier and what it

offers to the vacationer;

to increase the number in the target market who say they will seriously consider the

destination/hotevcarrier the next time the vacation decision arises (Gunn, 19gga, 179).

While the goals oftourism promotion are clear, the consequences ofurban tourism can be

manifold. It is easy to believe that with a sound tourism system in place, a city or region can

benefit economically as well as socially. But ifthe major components oftourism are controlled

and regulated by outside interests, economic benefits would be minimal. In some cases, civic

govemments have focused their regulatory efforts (and their public purse) on attracting

tourism-friendly industries whìle ignoring local concerns. As a result, social problems such as

poverty, crime, and unemploynent become more frequent news stories as yet another new

spectacle is magically unveiled at a selected site. Clearly, this type oftourism should be avoided

at all costs, for not only is this an imposition on the local population (and thus socially and
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psychologically damaging), it also produces poor tourism experiences, as the traveller's experience

is limited to selected sites rather than a complete urban experience.

Many Canadian cities attempt to portray themselves in travel literature as being places

where wonderful (and sometimes spectacular) things can happen. ln some cases, a city will

attempt to present itself as àn actval city, with its real life drama, rather than as a collection of

censored plays. But tourism brochures lend themselves toward the more fantastic aspects ofthe

tourism experience. Even so, mundane aspects oftravel such as dining, accommodation, and

transportation are presented along with historically-significant buildings, odd natural phenomena,

and superficial urban-identity totems such as sports teams.

The next chapter examines brochures from several Canadian cities, to illustrate how the

tourism system is packaged in practice. Tourism data from Statistics Canada is also examined to

illustrate that the relationship between promotion (presented image) and acfual capital gains

(perceived image) from tourism may be a negative one.
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CHAPTER THREE: IDENTIFYING TOURISM IN CANADIAN CITIES

1.0 Bacþround

while investigating all relevant media is beyond the scope ofthis study, it is possible to

acquire an impression of a Canadian city's image by examining tourism promotional material or

brochures. Even a fleeting glance at promotional material reveals that Canadian cities promote

themselves as tourist destinations in an aggressive manner. This is accomplished with captivating

photographs and headlines that highlight various urban attractions. By examining tourism

brochures, one can find out what is promoted and what is ignored in canadian cities. Each

Canadian city strives to present itself as something unique. This uniqueness can be attributed to

geographic location, historic events, manufactured amusements, or a combination offactors. In

each case a city creates an image for itself and is then perceived as the'city with the largest mall

or the 'city with the most cosmopolitan atmosphere'.

People require different kinds ofvacationing experiences, depending on the purpose ofthe

trip as well as the goal of the tourist. Some people prefer to enjoy a city's local attractions, while

other tourists may prefer to see or participate in sports. The ability of a place to provide most

kinds ofattractions theoretically increases the chances that the city in question will benefit

economically. some cities have a built-in reputation as being big fantastic places, but still

reinforce this image by providing impressive cityscape imagery. It should be stated that this

imagery evokes a ce¡rain romanticism; there is no crime, no homeless, and definitely no faceless

multitude going about their daily business. No, instead we see selected urban attractions. The
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brochures reinforce positive and exciting imagery while suppressing those factors that rnake a

city. As was expected at the outset, the city is portrayed as a wonderful spectacle fìlled with

wondedul little spectacles. While brochure text may warfl the tourists as to some dangerous areas

ofthe city, the picfures tell one that everything is going to be fine, provided they stay on the

designated path.

Although various attributes can be classified in a variety of ways, it should be noted that

the significance placed on each ofthese elements is a reflection oftheir relative importance in

Western culture. Elements such as mountains, rollercoasters, history, and special parties attract

people to a place. Tourism promotion simply informs and advertises all eústing attractions with

the hope that people will be motivated to visit the advertised city.

Tourism promotional material that focuses on cities depicts many different kinds of

attractions, but a tailored examination can simplify this chaotic jumble ofimages. A

categorization ofphotographs into selected groupings allows one to recognize the dominant ideas

put forth by each city in the tourism literature. These groupings, referred to henceforth as

thematic elements, must be distinguished from themes. A theme can be defined as a ropic to be

discussed or de't eloped in oral or written commwtication; iî is a subject ofdiscourse. As

umberto Eco (1986) has illustrated, theme towns or parks take a recognised topic such as the

Wild lVest, or underwater adventure, and build the attraction around that subject. The focus is a

specific one, aimed at a particular topic. In contrast, a thematic element represents a larger

conceptual framework ofideas. In the context oftourism researcl¡ each thematic element
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signifies a different experience desired by the tourist. For example, photographs of theme parks

and theme towns would signif, a thematic element such as consumpTion, while a picture of a

goaltender for the Toronto Maple Leafs hockey team would be categorized under the sporting

life thematic element category. Examining a city's tourism system on the basis of thematic

elements instead of single attractions can yield useful information about a city's promoted image

that may be lost in more segmented content analysis procedures.

several things are accomplished in this chapter. First, thematic elements perceived as

being crucial to canadian tourism promotion will be identified th¡ough an investigation of

brochures. Second, a detailed content analysis ofthematic elements found in tourism brochures

using a classification system designed specifically for this analysis will be conducted. Third, a

review ofstatistical data will be conducted to provide a perspective on the economic success of

the tourism industry in canadian cities. Lastly, the focus of this study will shift to winnipeg,

Manitoba, to better understand the relationship between promotion, commodification, and

visitationr.

1.1 Content Considerations

Thematic element categories were devised to guide an examination oftourism promotional

literature and related materials. It should be emphasized that this analysis represents the

researcher's own interpretations based on theories and literature reviewed in the previous chapter.

I 
- 
It has been recognized by this reseaÌcher that the most interesting afld informative analysis rvould have

involved the implementation ofa survey that âsk tourists various questions about the city they áe visititg (such as
'why did you come here', \vhat do like best about this city', etc.). For a study such as thii to be useñ.¡I, thoigh, daø
rvould need to b€ collected fiom tourists visiting several Canadian cities. Tiús is unfortunately demanding
timewise as well as financially. Tourism Winnipeg is cunently preparing to conduct a visitoisurvey duriig the
sunmer of 1995.
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Within the first pafi of the study, promotional material that focuses on Canadian cities is

investigated to gauge the extent of considered thematic elements for diffe¡ent cities. Results of

this study are found within Table 1, which contains cities on one axis and thematic elements along

another axis. It is important to note the examination of thematic elements in this chapter will be

limited to the photographs found in promotional material. Text from tourism brochures was only

used to ascertain where the particular attractior/theme is located relative to the city itself In this

respect, city attractions as well as attractions located near a particular city (a day,s drive or 50 km)

will be included in the study.

Tourism promotional material was obtained from provincial tourism departments as well

as city departments during the first quarters of 1994 and 1995'?. After an initial examination of the

material, it was determined that the Yukon and North West Territories photographs would not fit

within this study. In both instances, it was shown that the teritories' thematic content strongly

focuses on non-urban wilderness-based attractions. For the rest ofCanada, promotional material

that specifically focused on a city was used in this analysis. Those provincial and city departments

that sent several brochures are represented by two relevant brochures (focused on a cþ or several

urban locales), whìle less aggressively promoted provinces are represented by one brochure. At

least two cities from each region of Canada3 was included within this study. A list of promotional

material used for this study is provided within the Bibliography.

2 Original¡ I wanted to se€ rvhich cities would be emptrasized by Provincial toudsm departments. ln some
cases, I received a great deal of information strictly about a specific city. For example, most of the promotional
material obtained ftom Nova Sc¡tia was specificâüy about Halifax. In other cases, the provincial biochu¡e devoted
a section to their largest cities. Those brochures that had a p¡ovincial focus ¡vere dropped from the study in favor
of material that was city-speci.fic. My fiill thanks to Tourism Winnipeg, as weü as ciÇ tourism departments in
Vancower, Cålgâry, Edmontor! Toronto a¡d Fredericton, which supplied me with better suited material for this
ltudy.
' Cities included in this analysis we¡e tlalifax and Fredericton (Atlantic Coast); Monheal and euebec
(French canada); Toronto, ottarva, ãnd Niagara Falls (onrario); wtuipee and Recina (prairie Region); calgary
ând Rllnonton (Alberta); and Vancouver and Victoria (pacific rim).
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As the frequency ofa pictured thematic element signifies its importance from a

promotional standpoint, these frequencies will be simplified through a simple weighting process.

For this study, thematic elements that appear 4 times or less within city promotional material will

receive a ranking of 1 star; elements that appear 5 to 8 times receive a ranking oftwo stars;

elements that appear 9 to 12 times receive a ranking of3 stars; while those elements that appear

very frequently (over 13 times for a single place) will score four stars. While it is important to

note that cities represented by only one brochure will score lower overall, useful information

about each cities'tourism marketing strategies will still be obtained. At the same time, an overall

picture of tourism promotion in Canada will emerge.

It must be conceded that while strict content analysis was not conducted, a variation of

this method was carried out, as the object of this study was to capture thematic elements from a

limited selection of photographs found in tourism brochures. Each photograph is subjectively

analyzed regarding its thematic content. The old cliché 'a picture is worth a thousand words'

applies here, as some ofthe photographs examined for this study contain several thematic

elements.

2.0 Thematic Elements

In searching for those thematic elements promoted by Canadian cities, it is interesting to

note that several general categories present themselves quite visibly in the promotional material.

Most of these elements fit into Richard Butler's tourist attraction hieræchy model, described in

Chapter two. The thematic elements that were considered inctuded:

o Metropolitan

o Memorableattractions
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r Festivals & Events

I HistoricaUcultural

r Natural attractions

o Paradise found

r The sporting life

. Consumption

. Deluxe food & lodging

r Motion

within Table 1, the ten thematic elements are placed in order of perceived importance

from the most visible (metropolitan - world class city) and distinctive (memorable attractions)

components ofa holiday to the mundane but necessary components ofthe tourism experience

(food & lodging, motion). Photographic examples of each thematic element are provided within

Appendix A. A description of each thematic element follows: Thematic Element l: Metropolitan

is the category that isolates those pictures that illustrate a city's desire to appear majestic and

busy. Due to economic and historical factors, several cities (Toþo, New york, paris, Rome, and

London) are considered "international" cities. To many city officials, a cities'economic status can

increæe its' attractiveness, so any city that is near the top of this economic hierarchy can probably

expect some tourism traffic. In tourism photography, a city that wishes to be known as a "major

player" provides panoramic vistas of city sþlines that display features unique to that city, such as

Paris' Eiffel rower, or vancouver's mountains. Interestingly, many small cities also employ this

technique to ascribe city status.

Thematic Element 2: Memorable attractions l\ghlights those attractions that aid a cities,

desire to look impressive, Almost every city that defines itself as such attempts to illustrate it's

validity as a city by highlighting either "high-culture" attractions such as museums, galleries, and
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the theatre, or 'rscience-faction" attractions such as Scienceworld/Omnilmax, Planetariums, and

Aquariums. These attractions are promoted by cities to illustrate that they are a crucial part of

20th century civilization rather than just a goods trading outpost.

Ihematic Element 3: Feslivals &Evenls focuses on a¡rnual special events hosted by a city

or a town located near a city. This type ofattraction has grown in popularity in recent years, and

is diverse enough to include country music festivals, ethnic dances, and recreational,/camival

events. Most cities offer something along these lines, but the special festival is an attraction found

more often in the small town. cities that offer these seemingly humble get-togethers wish to be

seen as dynamic urban centres with a (srnall town) heart ofgold.

Thematic Element 4: Historical/ culturat Inghlights a regions,unique cultural

characteristics which can shape its identity and image. These characteristics can take the shape of

historical events, immigration pattems, or special events. In many cases (most notably illustrated

by Harvey, 1990; and Huxtable, 1992) buildings that fall under this category are manufactured

and the events are staged. But in whatever form it may take, many regions obtain an image

because of past occurrences or interesting local culture. Historic buildings and monuments play

an important role in shaping a city's image. Pictures of local architecture, festivals, and ethnic

identity figure prominently within this thematic category. As was the case for category 3, this

category focuses on selected image construction, while categories 1 and 2 are larger in scope.

Themalic category 5: Nalural attraclons highlights nature,s special efects and

attractions. It has been documented in the past that people are attracted to certain geographical

features. Several researchers (e.g. Raitz and Dakhil, 1988) have illustrated that mountains and
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water bodies hold the most aesthetic significance to people that want to experience striking

natural environments. To this list unique geographical features should be added, as these have

been considered some ofthe earth's most interesting natural attractions. Indeed, odd shaped rock

outcrops, waterfalls, and geysers have been dubbed nature's special effects by Jean Baudrillard

(1986). often such striking features can be found within commuting distance of a major

metropolitan centre. But the city beautiful movement of the early 1900s remains with us in the

form of city parks and gardens. These aesthetic landscapes are the focus of Thematic Element 6:

Paradise Found. While many people enjoy the natural landscape as it exists th¡oughout Canada,

a city's built environment forbids complete replication ofnatural settings. An urban area can

however devote acreage to the manicured flower garden/park. such spaces give the city a more

balanced look, and human's ties to nature are celebrated on an unconscious level each time one

enters an urban green space.

Themaric Element 7: The sportingzly' isolates those photographs that depict physical

actMties. Recreational pursuits are enjoyed by many in a spectator fashion, which accounts for

promotional material highlighting hockey, baseball, football, and rodeo events. The boostering

power of organized sports can be observed in local papers that continually debate the economic,

symbolic, and even social importance derived from sports teams. At the same time, thoug\ sport

is seen as something to participate in, as well as something to watch. This becomes especially

important for some vacationers, as many devote vacation time to skiing or snorkelling in unique

locales. An¡hing that is aerobic-based, such as walking, bicycling, swimming, sküng, hiking and

skating, fits under this thematic umbrella, including adventure-based vacations.
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The remaining three thematic categories isolate those photographs that depict day-to-day

pastimes. Within the tourism experience, shopping, eating, and even thejourney itself are

transformed into important components ofa trip. Eating and sleeping become services provided

by outside agencies, while shopping becomes, for some, a spending spree promising emotional

release but never actually delivering on this p romise. Themaîic Elemenl 8: Consumption focuses

on those images that foster shopping. As stated by several researchers (Butler, 1991; Hopkins,

1990; and olaquiaga, 1992) these elements can range from special souvenirs and keepsakes to

expensive arts and crafts. In addition, photographs of shopping centres or malls qualiS' as

beacons of consumption.

clare Gunn (1988) states that service provision and transportation are important

components of a viable tourism system. These components are isolated with the final two

thematic etement categories. Thematic Element 9: Dehue food & todging isolates restaurant and

hotel-based services for the tourist population. As stated above, many people's vacationing

enjoyment is seldom complete without some excessive pampering, so most cities, promotional

material highlight those services. In theory, any stress associated with eating and sleeping in a

strange place are reduced through this provision of services. Furthermore, to make the basic

elements ofeating and sleeping part ofthe tourism experience, often a city will highlight these

things as attractions too. So we get pictures ofgrand hotels and gourmet restaurants. Ihemalic

Element I0: Morbr? illustrates that any mode of travel should also be the least of anyone's

worries. Like food and lodging, the tourist wånts this service to be trouble-free and a little

glamorous (sometimes the joumey is more important than the destination), maybe even an

attraction in itself Many of the photographs that display buses, planes, ferries and cars simply act
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as reassurances for the temporarily displaced individuat. More adventurous locales ofìen

transform this service into an essential part of one's tourism experience. Thus, some places

promote unique forms of transportation, such as trolleys, double-decker buses, and old-style

riverboat cruises, while other places emphasize basic transportation services.

3.0 Findings: Thematic Elenents Analysis

Below, Table 1 illustrates the findings from the thematic element content analysis. Each

Canadian city is seen to rely on several thematic elements in terms oftheir promotional material.

Some places prefer to illustrate the merits ofdesigner shopping, while other places higtrlight ease

ofmobility. The purpose ofthis section is to examine the presence or absence ofcertain thematic

elements within Canadian promotional material. It will be shown that promotional material often

illustrates how a city wishes to be seen or portrayed. Everyday concems such as business

performance, social problems, and economic viability are omitted from each city,s deck of image

cards. Other concerns such as food and transportation are of course elevated as larger-than-life

components ofthe tourism experience. In general, once the tourism b¡ochure is opened, the

world ofthe spectacle takes over, as each city is portrayed as a place where wonderful

experiences æe possible.

In this respect, winnipeg's perceived image will be examined to a greater extent to

illustrate this fact. Upon reviewing the data in this manner, we will then turn to the Statistics

canada data to gauge the relative economic success ofthese cities when it comes to tourism.
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Notes: The methodology upon which these findings are based is described within this chapter
under subsection 1. I Content Consideldtioru. The ten thematic element cåtegories ale
described ia greater detail within section 2.0 Thematic Elements.

rüith the exception of Montrea.l, Niagara Faüs, Regin4 aûd Edmontor\ two
brochu¡es ftom each canadian city were used for this analysis. Time constraints did not
permit a seâ¡ch for additional promotional material for the four cana<lian cities mentioned
above. A list of canadian Promotional material used for this analysis is provided within the
Bibliography under trc Promotionql Literature bsecíon.
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3.1 Intensity of Thematic Elements

A city's image can be formed by many things: brochures, magazine articles, movies, and

flewscasts arejust a few examples ofthe factors that influence people's perceptions ofa city.

The analysis ofbrochures ¡evealed several interesting findings. Toronto, Montreal and Winnipeg

were the cities that appeared the most 'metropolitan' in several photographs. Given the fact that

people from other countries recognize Toronto and Montreal more than other Canadian cities, it

is not surprising that both cities would have images that reinforce their big city image. Both cities

are large enough to quali$ as major centres, but Winnipeg's presence is perplexing, until it is

considered that perhaps \ilinnipeg wishes to be seen as a major centre.

More surprising still were photographs of smaller centres that also wish to be seen as

cosmopolitan. The number of cities that ascribe to be "major centres" is indicative ofmany civic

governments' desires to present their cities as major economic centres. Regin4 Halifax, Niagara

Falls, and Edmonton all contained city sþline pictures within their promotional material. ñagara

Falls in particular epitomizes the spectacle city with its pictures of wax museums, amusement

rides, and of course the Falls. It seemed as if several cities were competing for second or third

place in an elusive and constantly shifting North American city hierarchy. This desire is reinforced

by the fact that two ofthese cities (Halifax and Winnipeg) have faced economic hardships over

the past few yeæs. Vancouvers' low score in this category may be due to the fact that this city

already receives attention from news media.

Overall, this thematic element was used sparingly, even by cities that could be considered

international centres. The metropolitan image can be enhanced by looking at the photographs that

fit the Memorable attractions thematic category.
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Memorable attracdozs can be defined as those attractions that convey a distinctive

character in a particular city. This thematic element category was represented by photographs

that depicted "high-culture" attractions, or things that illustrate that a city is of sufficient size to

successfully promote the ballet, theatre, museums, and larg+.scale amusements or edutainment

facilities. Many ofthese things bring visitors and residents together, and can be considered

important components ofthe stage-set that is each city.

Montreal, Quebec City, Ottawa, Niagara Falls, and Winnipeg were the urban centres that

emphasized this thematic element to the largest extent. The attractions that fell into this thematic

category included the Parliament Buildings (Ottawa), Niagara Falls (which also qualified as a

natural attraction), and the Forks (WinnipeÐ. Many other Canadian cities, including Edmontorq

and Halifax, supplied several pictures in order to illustrate similar cultural status. Edmontoû's

offerings were particularly interesting in this regard, as that brochure contained one striking

picture of "Refinery Row". Tourists go on vacation to get away from the constraints of everyday

life, so amusement plays an important part in helping the tourist "unwind" and shed the skin ofthe

nine to five work routine. As a result ofthis basic fact, many city brochures take great pains to

promote thet shopping centres, amusement rides, or "science-faction" attractions such as the

IMAX theatre chain. It must be remembered that the emphasis of this thematic element signifies a

city's wish to be perceived as a busy hive of productivity with the civil grace to provide cerebral

diversions to the proud populace and its' visitors, when time permits.

Less frequent than pictures of memo¡able attractions were photo graphs offestivals and

events. Hafifax" Quebec City, Fredericton" Ottawa and Winnipeg emphasized this type of
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attraction most frequently within their promotional literature. Most Canadian cities devoted a

couple ofpictures to festivals or special events, but this attraction is clearly limited in its appeal

compared to memorable attractions, historicaVcultural attractions, and natural amenities.

lnterestingly, Winnipeg focused upon this area perhaps because of its lack of striking natural

attractions. Toronto, Quebec City and Montreal also offered little in the way of natural

attractions.

Hislorical/ cultural attractions was the thematic element strongly emphasized by almost

every placg as this category covered local history and ethnicity, qualities that every city has in one

form or another. Unsurprisingly, this category was very prominent in every brochure and visitor

guide examined for this analysis.

The relative abundance of photographs depicting regional culture higlrlight Canadian cities'

perception oftheir relative tourism strengths, as other draws, such as climate, are temporary

attractions at best. It also illustrates these places' desire to attract people that are interested in

local history and culture, for this audience is generally an older and more mature segment ofthe

vâcationing population.

But the sheer popularity ofthis thematic element means that local attractions emphasized

by one place may be negated by the local attractions being promoted by the other places. In other

words, if local cultue is an attraction that can be easily satisfied by visiting anyplace, then some

places will not re.ceive the monetary benefits from promoting these elements, unless there is a

particular regional attraction that has greater magnetic properties, such as local architecture.
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Only a few cities higlrlighted Natural attractiors. The most prominent example was

Niagara Falls, which contained several striking images of their famous waterfalls within the

promotional material. Vancouver and Calgary scored greater frequencies, with pictures of

mount¿ins surrounding the city. Almost every other Canadian city examined devoted at least one

picture to interesting natural scenery.

It is interesting to note that Toronto and Montreal were the cities that scored zero in this

category. With the exception ofthe Forks photographs depicting the Red River, a perceived lack

of natural attractions in Winnipeg reaffirmed this city's self-image as being less than spectacular

from a natural setting standpoint. Yet, in Winnipeg's case, interesting natural scenery can be

found less than an hour's drive away from the city! It is true that only a few Canadian cities are

situated close to striking geographical attractions. But at the same time it can be argued that

natural scenery is one of Canada's strongest attractions overall. The problem is that most of these

features are located miles away from a cþ that is attempting to be the major attraction by itself,

or at least a place to reside while on vacation. overall, this category was slightly more prominent

within tourism literature, but only in those cases where the local geography was part ofthe urban

fabric.

The natural beauty theme was reinforced in another way with the Paradise found

thematic category. Niagara Falls scored highest with many pictures of manicured gardens, which

ends up creating another set of attractions that complement the falls and contradict the low-bro\¡/

kitschy attractions. Other cities promote healthiness by depicting similarJooking gardens or

urban parkland. But whe¡e the idea of a healthy city would have been an attraction decades
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earlier, there seem to be too many other attractions vying for the tourists' attention. This thematic

element does not play a large role in tourism promotion, except in Niagara Falls.

Most cities promoted participatory or spectator.based recreation (the Sporting Life

thematic category) as another positive attribute supplied by that city. Those cities that had

professional sports teams (football, hockey, baseball) promoted these as being an essential part of

their city. It is fascinating to see that professional sports teams have become a type of

metropolitan barometer (similar to classical att¡actions like theatre and the ballet) supposedly

capable oftransforming a city ofunder a million people into a significant centre. Sports teams are

an attraction, and there is some truth that this attraotion increases the name-recognition and the

overall attractiveness of a place to visitorsa. This facet of a city's identity has been boosted by

news media, as recent events in Wimipeg have illustrated. Far from reporting the news, the

media may now be creating it5. In any case, a professional sports team becomes another

attraction, and city tourism departments recognize this fact, including a picture or two in a cþ

brochure.

Many cities promote outdoor activities such as skiing, skating, hiking, and bicycling which

again reinforces the image that the city is safe and healthy. More adventurous types of recreation

are less frequent, which makes sense as adventure-type holidays have a naffo.t and less afluent

audience.

a 
Penny McMllian, Executive Director of Tourism lVionipeg, stated that "goitrg to a Windp€g Jets hockey

game" was the one of the major atEactions fot people visiting Winnipeg.' As I wdte this, the City of Winnipeg is attempting to ke€p its hockey club, knowa as the Winnipeg Jets,
from leåving the city. Local media outlets, as well as local businesses, have jumped on the 'Save the Jets,
bandwagon as they maintain the tesm is important for this city's identity. While this issue bas not b€€n sorted out
as of May 20, 1995, it cân be stated that maay of the city's residents feel the Jets'are Winnip€g'. The local media
rei¡fo¡ces this view on a daily basis.
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Purely consamplion onenred activities were isolated into a separate category because

tourists tend to be less frugal about buying things during their holiday. Because we live in a

society in which saving money is a virtue, the vacation allows the tourist a sense oftemporary

monetary freedom where idle purchases ofgoods and services are tolerated because the person is

on vacation.

It was expected that Edmonton would score quite high in this thematic element category

due to the pervasiveness of the west Edmonton Mall, but the available tourism promotional

material did not devote much space to this landmark to commodifcation. Niagara Falls scored

high, with photographs depicting souveni¡ shops, kitschy rides, and wax museums. OnIy

Winnipeg scored as high as Niagara Falls, which at fust seemed odd, but with additional

information found during the course ofthis stud¡ makes perfect sense. As statistical information

within the next section will show, shopping is one of the main activities enjoyed by visitors to

winnipeg. At the same time, several photographs within wirxripeg's promotional material (such

as the Forks) crossed over into other thematic categories (Historical/culrurø1, Narural

AÍtractions, Memorable Attractions).

A city that promotes itself as a spending Mecca over anything else may alienate people

that wish to enjoy other things, such as local culture. Most tourism departments realize this, and

attempt to resolve this dilemma by displaying several thematic elements within a single

photograph (e.g. The Forks) so as broaden their potential attractiveness and thus thei¡ tourist

audience. In some instances, the city will publish separate promotion/information about the

shopping or amusement attractions available. This was seen amongst the brochures from Halifax,
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and it is well known by this researcher that some winnipeg districts practice this form of

promotion.

As stated earlier, a vacation requires several ingredients to be a satisSring tourism

experience. The tourist must fust know about a particular place through some kind ofmedia, and

promotional material can provide this function. This material should include information about

the city's attractions while at the same time provide reassurances that service and transportation

will be as effortless, and, indeed, as liberating as the rest of one's vacation expenence. Deluxe

food and lodging is promoted in almost every major city brochure. Significantly, in keæping with

the tourism theme the hotel and restaurant photographs depict these elements as larger than life

experiences. Most restaurant photographs focus either on a dreamJikg perfectly prepared

gourmet meal, or a couple enjoying themselves in a posh setting. photographs ofhotels usually

focused on building exteriors, whether the hotel was a small inn within commuting distance or a

grand tower in the middle ofthe city. In both cases, the photographic strategy aimed at

impressing upon the tourist that food and lodging will be the least oftheir worries. In fact, these

elements become an attraction in themselves, giving further credibility to a city in the ability to

provide the complete tourism experience.

Transportation is ofcourse the essential component necessary to bring people to the city

and to help tourists navigate to attractions and services within a city. It is no surprise that in the

brochures examined for this study photographs displaying transportation (captured within the

Motion thematic category) depicted them as attractions first and as mobility devices second.

Interestingly, those places deemed too far, such as victoria, attempt to counter this apparent
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geo$aphical disadvantage by providing several photographs ofjet planes or rental cars. other

cities deemed 'easier to get to' spiced up their transportation imagery with photographs of

riverboats, double-decke¡ buses, and ocean liners. whether frivolous or functional, reliable

transportation is an attraction as well as a symbol ofpower. This fact is best illustrated by a

picture of an ocean liner docked in Halifax's harbour. It signifies comfortable trouble-free

mobility as well as urban confidence.

3.2 Overview of Findings: Thematic Elements Anatysis

The thematic element analysis illustrates that each Canadian city capitalizes on their

perceived strengths by showing striking photo$aphs ofattractions and events that provide

character for each city. Although the categorization ofphotographs into thematic element groups

is a subjective endeavour, the overall findings illustrate that each city attempts to provide visual

assurances that one's tourism experience will be a positive, trouble-ftee adventure.

These visual assurances are shown through photogfaphs of smiling, everyday folk

participating in the local annual festival, as well as with pictures of comfortableJooking hotel

rooms, fine cuisine, attractive but reliable transportation, and shopping paradises where

day+o-day problems do not exist.

The presence of these elements within the promotional material represents a þictorial)

promise by a city that the basic support services exist for the tourist. Those elements that provide

a speotacle component for travellers, including sports teams, exhibits, festivals, events, are

highlighte.d whenever possible. while spectacle is well-represented in city brochures, it was

interesting to note that historical and cultural attractions (mainly displayed through pictures of
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historic buildings) are the most oft-repeated thematic element in promotional material. This may

be due to the findings ofa recent study conducted by Tourism Canada (1994a). This shrdy stated

that there has been a shift in trip purpose from escapism to enrichment. obviously, attractions

such as the West Edmonton Mall fit into the former category while Lower Fort Garry fits into the

latter category.

It comes as no surprise that those elements that constitute daily life are, for the most part,

ignored in promotional material. The exclusion ofphotographs depicting a city's iÍfrastructure,

services, troubles, and private life in general comes as no surprise when one considers that

tourism is a service industry that is supposed to provide the traveller with a temporary escepe

from the rigors of daily life. Given this criterion, tourism promotional material is simply

attempting to reflect those things a tourist may want to see and experience while on a vacation.

Some general statements can be made about the nature of commodification in Canadian

cities. At times, tourism promotion of Canadian cities supply spectacle-oriented elements, such as

memorable attractions and festivals, but these thematic elements do not dominate promotional

material. Yet the photographic presence ofeach thematic elemeût reflects commodification

anyway, as each city is marketing itselfto prospective tourists with the help of captivating visuals.

The findings ofthis analysis suggest that cornmodification on some level is an inevitable fact given

the nature ofthe tourism business. Thankfully, the extreme side of commodification, represented

in canada by the west Edmonton Mall, and the whistler, British colombia ski resort (to name

two striking examples), is still the exception when it comes to tourism (and tourism promotion) in
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Canada. Of course, marketing a city as a tourism destination does not guarantee increased tourist

visitation for that city.

4.0 A Statistical Outlook

Examining statistical data that describes the economic success (or failure) oftourism in

canadian cities helps to emphasize the importance oftourism in canada. properþ gauging the

success of each city in attracting tourists constitutes an entirely separate study. Datå that

measures visitation on a regional level, economic returns from tourisnr, and type oftravel is

available on a provincial level, but this information exists in a variety offormats. This greatly

complicates the prospect offinding worthwhile information from available statistical data.

At the city level tourism data is even more difrcult to obtairu which further complicates

the fact-finding process. As a result, this section examines Statistics Canada data from both the

provincial and cMA (census metropolitan area, or urban area) level. It should be noted that

measuring the success or failure of Canadian city's promotional effo¡ts cannot be measured with

existing statistical data. However, a cursory look at visitation rates emphasizes the importance of

tourism as an important Canadian service industry.

Most trip characteristics were obøined by the Canadian Travel suwey (CTS), which

measures domestic tourism flows, and the International rravel survey (ITS) which measures

intemational travel between Canada and other countries6. Much of the data was only available at

the provincial level. While this limits the types of analyses possiblg it was believed that provincial

data could offer some important insights into the nature oftourism in Canada.

6 
The Ca¡adian Travel Suwey is conducted as part ofthe Labour Force survey durilg even-numbered years

A m¡iled questionnaire collects ixformation on the travel history ofone selected member ofthe household over the
læt three months. Hubert (1990) provides additional information about this comprehensive resou¡ce.
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4.1 Provincial Data

It is enlightening to discover the nature ofthe tourism market in Canada. Table 2

illustrates the per capita breakdown oftotal travel within six Canadian provinces?.

Table 2: Per Capifa Breakdown of Totat Travel
in Canadia n 992
Ptovince ?erson Trips

Det Canítø

laskatchewan 9640

\lberta 8863

vlanitoba 6884

)ntario 6609

ìritish Columbia 6529

)uebec 4903

Source: derived j.on Statistics Canada - Cat. No,s. 8Z-504, 9l'-301 & 66-201

Total travel (domestic trips, trips from the U.S., and trips from other countries) is

measured against total Provincial population to produce the per capita figure. As the above table

illustrates, Saskatchewan and Alberta have the highest visitation levels on a per capita basis. The

high per capita level for Saskatchewan is surprising, as the tourism emphasis in this province is on

natural attractions. Alberta's share ofthe Canadian tourism market may be due to the presence of

the west Edmonton Mall in EdmontorL the Stampede event in calgary and calgary's recent

hosting ofthe winter olympics. several studies have been conducted (see Ritohie & Lyons,

1990) that gauge the long term success this event is having for the city of calgary and the

7 The At¡antic P¡ovinces could not be compâred sepamtely as Intemational and U.S. point of origin datâ is
only available for the Maritimes as a region.
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province of Alberta. It is plausible that the olympics and the west Edmonton shopping centre

have attracted people to Alberta who may have otherwise never visited that province.

Regarding canada's other heavily populated provinces, ontario ranked 5th in total

visitations per capita, while Quebec ranked 9th and British colombia ranked 7th respectively.

Manitoba is ranked 3rd overall in travel on a per capita basis, but it is difficult to determine the

purpose ofthese trips. overall, an examination of the tourism per capita for each province does

very little to explain the economic success ofthis industry in Canadian cities. But interesting

results emerge once the travel market is separated into domestic, u.S., and international

categories. This breakdown is provided in Table 3 beloq

Table 3: Breakdown ofTotal Travel
in Canadian Provinces bv Orisin. 1992

Wovínce Domestíc orìsín U.S. orisín lnternøtíonal orígín
Juebec 92.3o/o i.3Yo ¿.4%

)ntario 88.1% ).60/o ¿.3o/o

vlanitoba 95.60/o \.60/o ,.8%
iaskatchewan 97.8% l.8o/o ).4%
\lberta 94.3% 3.7% 2.0%

)ritish Columbia 82.6% 13.0Yo +A%

Source: derived fron Statistics Canada - Cat. No,s. 8Z-504 & 66-20l

Based on these figures, it is established that Ontario and British Columbia receive a larger

proportion oftourists from other countries than elsewhere in canada. ontario, euebec, and

British columbia receive a significant proportions of u.s. residents, which may be due to the

geographic location of major urban centres in those provinces, Meanwhile, most visitations to
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Manitoba are domestic in origin (Manitoba or elsewhere in canada;95.60/o) but 3.6% oftotal

visitation originated from the united states. Agai4 this could be due to the geographic proximity

of that province's major urban centre (Winnipeg) to the American border. Most of

saskatchewan's tourism is domestic in origin, which partly explains the high per capita rate for

that province.

As stated in Chapter two, some places are destined to be regional attractions. Looking at

money spent in Manitoba (statistics canada, 1994a), it is surprising to find that in 1992,29% of

the travel receipts obtained in Manitoba were from people from other provinces, while l1% of

travel receipts were from people from other countries (see Fþre 2 below).

Figure 2: Proportional Breakdown of Travel Rece¡pts for Manitoba, lggz

Residents of home Province
6Oo/o
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Upon comparing the proportional breakdown ofManitoba to other Canadian provinces (Table 4),

one sees that the larger provinces obtain a larger proportion oftravel receipts from foreign

visito¡s.

Note that while actual visitation by foreign residents to these provinc€s never exceeds 50%

(see Table 3), this groups' spending accounts for a very large proportion ofthe total travel

receipts for 1992. Manitoba and Saskatchewan not only share similar visitation characteristics,

but also obtain a nearly identical proportion oftravel receipts from residents ofthe home

province, residents from other provinces, and foreign residents. This suggests that Manitoba and

saskatchewan are not considered to be tourism destinations in the same manner as euebec,

ontario, Alberta and British columbia. An investigation into the types of activities enjoyed by

people visiting Manitoba illustrates those attractions that have the greatest pull.

Figure 3 shows a breakdown of activities enjoyed by tourists while visiting Manitoba.
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Figure 3: Activity Partic¡pat¡on in Manitoba,79g2 (porcentaget

psrt¡G¡pâtð ¡n sports or oufdoor åGt¡v¡tles
attond 3Þorts €y€nts
vls¡t do¡ignatèd psrk or hlstorlc sltê
v¡3¡t zoo
dlning at hlgh quâllty rostaurants
nlghtl¡fè
att€nd cu ltufal åvents
aightseelng

fett¡va13 or €yenta

As Figure 3 illustrates, visitors to Manitoba engage in a variety of activities. Wlrile visiting

friends or relatives was the activity undertaken by 64% ofpeople visiting Manitoba, other

activities were also frequent. shopping was undertaken by 40%, sports or outdoor recreation by

17Vo, and visiting a designated park or historic site by l7olo respectively.

Events were frequented to a lesser degree, with 8% participating in general festivals and

events, T%o attending sports events, such as hockey and football games , and 4o/o attending cultural

events, such as Folklorama. sightseeing was undertaken by 13% ofthe people visiting Manitoba.

Finally, 8% ofthe people visiting Manitoba experienced "night¡1¿" attractions, l l% dined at high

quality restaurants, and 4% visited a zoo, presumably Winnipeg's city zoo.
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While the data provides information at the provincial level, it can be surmised that these

findings can be employed to give one a rough picture ofactivities undertaken by tourists when

visiting Winnipeg. This does not imply that the rest ofManitoba is devoid of interesting things to

see and do; on the contrary there are toì¡vns and regions in Manitoba that can offer the interested

travelle¡ a great wealth of local history, geography, and colorful events. yet it must be assumed

that most ofthe activities experienced by visitors were undertaken in Winnipeg, as this city is the

largest city in Manitoba and has the most high quality restaurarìts, major sporting events, shopping

centres, and nightlife. It can be argued that many other aotivities, such as visiting friends,

participating in outdoor activities, general sightseeing, and visiting designated parks and historic

sites, were also undertaken elsewhere in Manitoba.

4.2 Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) Data

Table 5 illustrates total travel to major canadian cities, or cMAs (census metropolitan

areas) for 1992. The total is further broken down into business and leisure travel. These two

kinds oftravel differ markedly, as business travel does not usually allow one to sample many of

the city's delights. But in a very basic sense, many of the same elements come into play in both

types oftrips. Certairily, adequate transportation and the provision of services remain important.

The tourism attraction component may enter the picture as well, but plays a lesser role in business

travel. The main attraction for business travellers would be service-related, and it should come as

no surprise that this can be provided most easily by larger cities.
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5: otal Travel, leadins CMAs of Destina 1992 {thousands of
lank (Pop rank) CMA of Destination total Business Leisure

(1) foronto 13349 1813 8536

2 (2\ Vfontreal 5477 1840 4637

3 (8) þebec 1734 )87 3747
4 (5) ldmonton t667 t 151 ]516
5ø\ )ttawa-Hull 1325 1091 t234
6(3 Vancouver 1548 1049 2499
7 (6) ?alguy |354 ,34 2420
I (rl Jt. Catherines-Niasara ¿784 l50g 2534
e (10) -ondon 2776 /18 2058

10Ø Wnnìpeg ?186 J46 1640
I (18) legina 1891 165 1426

12 û3) Halifax 1875 t47 1528

13 (17\ Saskatoon 1823 t89 1334
t4 (12) Kitchener 1787 l30s 1557

15 19) :Iamilton t522 >.299 1293

16 (14) Victoria 1347 212s. 1135

Source: Domestic Tt qvel, SÍat¡stics Cdnada - Cat. No. gZ-504

Toronto, Montreal, and Quebec were the cMAs (census metropolitan areas) that

experienced the highest visitation levels. Edmontor¡ notably, finished fourth, heightening the

probability that this visitation level is due to the presence of the west Edmonton Mall. ottawa,

Vancouver, Calgary and St. Catherines-Niagara also enjoyed relatively high visitation levels.

Regarding total travel, winnipeg finished tenth out of ló cities. As Figure 4 depicts, only

546,000 or 25% of the people visiting winnip egin 1992 did so for business reasons; 1,640,000

people or 75% visited the city for teisure purposes. This visitation ratio is mirrored in almost

every other canadian city, except in Toronto, where business trips occupy a larger percentage of

total trips (36%).
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Figure 4: Total Travel to Winnipeg by Type of Travel, 1992

Regina, Saskatoon and Halifax experienced less tourist travel than Winnipeg. Victoria's

low placement (l6th overall), might be due to the geographic location (an island destination) of

this city. Interestingly, tourism promotion fiom victoria was fragmented, with such things as

memorable attractions, transportation and sewices being described in separate brochures.s

Based on this data, it would seem as ifthe larger cosmopolitan centres in Canada attract a

greater number oftourists. The high number oftrips to Edmonton and euebec suggest that

selÊcontained spectacle (West Edmonton Mall) and urban spectacle (Quebec's unique culture) are

great attractions as well. The inclusion ofOttawa-Hull in the top five is due to the fact that this

city is canada's capital, and thus attracts a great deal ofbusiness and leisure-seekers. The

8 
Two brochures from Victoria were used in the brochure analysis, but an actual visit to this city provided

mme valuable insights as to the naturc of tourism promotion. Information was providø thro.gh seveiai
brochures, but transportation was emphasized strongly, as was seen in literature about B.c. Fefoes.
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presence ofSt. Catherines-Niagara is probably due to this destination's reputation as a worthwhile

holiday spot for hone)¡mooners.

As the largest urban centres in Canada, Toronto and Montreal attract the greatest number

of travellers. calgary, vancouver, ottawa-Hull, and Edmonton also attract a similar proportion

ofvisitors relative to their local population bases. Anomalies were found when comparing

Quebec's visitation rank (3rd) to its population size (8th). This may be due to the fact that this

city is well known for its historical and cultural attractions. Despite Winnipeg's ranking of 7th in

terms ofpopulation, this city ranked l0th in tourist visitation. some may interpret this as

providing support to the claim that, because of its population size, winnipeg could place a greater

emphasis on tourism. However, it should be re-emphasized that other factors, such as geographic

location and perceived image also play an integral part in attracting tourists to a city. cþ sÞe

alone will not attract tourists, but well-promoted attractions can increase the likelihood of

increased tourist traffi c.

While city size does have an impact when it comes to attracting tourists in a general sensg

a better indicator ofthe relative success rate ofCanadian cities in attracting tourists can be

acquired by measuring leisure trips to Canadian cities against those cities' population. As Table 6

illustrates, on a per capita basis Regina finishes frst overall, with 7439 visitors per capita.

st. catherines-Niagara, saskatoon, and Quebec also scored high when the two væiables were

measured together. This suggests that city size does not necessarily limit the number oftourists

that will visit a particular city. Additional information is gained when each Canadian city,s leisure

trips per capita ranking is compared to population rank (see Table 5). By subtracting a city's
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population rank from its leisure trip per capita rank below, one obtains a relative measure of

"tourism suc¿ess" ofeach Canadian city.

Sources: adapted from 9l Censts, Statistics Canada _ Cat. No. 93_303 &
Donestic Travel. Statistics Canada _ CaL No. g7-i04

Regarding the tourism success measure, cities that score less than zero are conside¡ed to

less successfi¡l than those centres that score g¡eater than zero. Following this reasoning,

6: Leisure Tri 1992
>laces Rated
llmanac ra¡k
Cdn rank)

Pop rank Diflbrentiated
rank factor
(column 2 milus
colÌmn 4)

Rsnk CMA Iotsl

18 18 l7 I Regina 7439

t7 11 9 2 St. Catherines-Niagara t951

16 t7 t4 J Saskatoon t352

J 8 4 4 Quebec City 5804

9 10 5 5 London 5394

5 13 7 6 :Ialifax +767

1t t2 5
,1

Ctchener 1368

12 5 -J 8 Edmonton 1186

13 T4 5 I Victoria 3942

7 4 -6 10 f,ttawa-Hull 3512

l0 6 -5 1l Jalgary 3209

t4 7 -J 12 Wínnipeg 2514
t I -12 13 Ioronto ¿t93

6 9 -5 I Hamilton ¿156

) J -12 l5 Vancouver 1559

4 ,>
-14 6 Montreal 1482
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Regina and Saskatoon score the highest (+17 and +14 respectively) and so are considered to be

the most successful when those centres' population is compared to leisure trips per capita. At the

other end ofthe scale are those urban centres that are considered to be the least successñrl, and

this includes Montreal, which obtained a sco¡e of-14, and roronto and vancouver which each

scored minus 12. winnipeg's differentiated rank factor was -5, indicating that this city is less

successful in attracting tourists than was previously considered to be the case.

Interestingly, another measure exists which ranks canadian cities by examining ten

factorse. The P/aces Rated Almanac ratlks the "liveability" of cities, so the results differ from

previously examined measures that focused on tourism success. Based on the criteria, Toronto,

Vancouver, and Quebec City are considered the best Canadian cities to live in. Whrnipeg finished

l4th of 25 Canadian cities measured (Savageau & Boyer, 1993).

These results, as well as Winnipeg's leisure trip per capita rank (l2th overall) is surprising,

considering the attractions and events that oocur in this city, until one considers the retationship

between commodification, promotion, and actual tourist visitation.

5.0 Assessing Perceived Image and Economic Reality in Winnipeg
The relationship between commodification, tourism promotiorl and actual visitation can

be better understood ifa specific locality is used to illustrate the facets ofthis relationship. Using

winnipeg as an example, several aspects of commodification can be visualized. For example, the

Forks site, like private shopping centres, is a simulated landscape ofconsumption in that urban

problems have been edited out of the spectacular imagery. The events staged in winnipeg

e 
The ten factors caph,,ed withi¡ the places Rated Alnanac are lä'ng æsts, iob outloo( housing,

t¡a¡sportatiorL educatio4 health care, crimg the arts, recreation, and climef.
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throughout the year are in most cases public happenings that carry a theatrical quality. street

festivals are stage-managed for public consumptio4 pseudo-events in search ofa traditional

rationale for existing.

Given our consumption-oriented lives, as tourist attractiÖns evolve, the chances of

juxtaposition and fragmentation increase. This pattem can be seen to some extent with the

growth of the Forks site, which combines history, recreation, and consumption with a variety of

imagery (a Triceratops near the children's museur4 fancy boutiques) that have more in common

with spectacle than history. This mixture of recognized past and spectaculæ present can also be

seen within the Exchange District, as this area also mixes history with consumption-oriented

spectacle. Despite the evidence that collage in some form exists in Winnipeg the overall effect is

not as overpowering as vancouver's Gastown or Edmonton's monolithic shopping centre.

This may explain to some extent why winnipeg does not enjoy as great an influx of

tourists as Edmonton, or any other place witJr commodified sights, although this city's geographic

location may also be a contributing factor to this outcome. Reviewing Richard Butler's tourism

hierarchy model, one can see that rilinnipeg fits at levels 5 and 6, given the attractions that

cunently exist in this city. In compariso4 larger canadian urban centres fit at higher levets.

To rise higher in this hierarchy, Winnipeg would have to emphasize several attractions in a

package to appeal to a greater number of number ofpeople outside Manitoba. p¡omotional

material from Winnipeg does this, \¡¡ith an emphasis on memorable attractions, historicaf cultural

attractions, and consumption. clearl¡ this is a city that wishes to appeal to a larger audience, yet

there are resources (or additional thematic elements) outside city limits such as natural habitats
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that could also be emphasized that would enable Winnipeg to be a more attractive vacation spot

for tourists.

The thematic elements analysis illustrated that Winnipeg emphasÞes its unique attractions,

its historical roots, and its shopping advantages in its promotional material. Interestingly, the

promotional material used for this study lacked photographs of natural attractions, even though

signifcant natural amenities exist within an hout's drive from the city. Canadian cities usually do

not take a regional perspective; the focus is almost always city-specifc. In Winnipeg the natural

attraction highlighted was the Red River in photographs ofthe Forks. In general, nature was

ignored in the promotional literature, yet Winnipeg contains several notable parks and a forest

preserve within its boundaries. Festivals and events were emphasized to a slightly greater degree,

and this researcher expects this element to be emphasized to an even greate¡ extent in the future.

The sense of cosmopolitanism was acknowledged with the inçlusion of several photographs that

showed panoramic views of the city sþline. Agaiq the message here is that this is a city that has

all the elements tourists find alluring.

Basically, winnipeg promotes itself as a city with a vibrant arts community, culture,

recreational base, dining experiences, and special events. In this respect winnipeg does not differ

greatly from other canadian cities, as these places also promote many of the same things when

brochure photographs are broken down into thematic element categories. yet many other

Canadian cities boast additional attractions, such as striking settings, space-age/information age

amusements, championship sports teams, friendly weather, and proximity to other areas of

interest-
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Despite the relative weaknesses ofthe Canadian Travel Survey and similar data collection

instruments, some information was gained from the available data. In general, it was shown that

Manitoba does not enjoy an extensive influx ofvisitors ftom other provinces or other countries.

winnipeg did attr¿ct more tourists than Regina, Halifa¿ or saskatoon in absolute terms, yet on a

per capita basis Winnipeg scores very poorly. The brochures highlight a variety of attractions and

events, and Figure 3 illustrated that people enjoy a variety of activities in Manitoba. Discounting

the number oftrips devoted to visiting fiends and relatives, the most common activity enjoyed by

travellers was shopping, followed by visiting a designated park/ historic site and participating in

sports activities. At the same time, most of the tourism visitation and revenue is obtained from

visiting Canadian residents (from Manitoba or elsewhere in Canada).

As a city looking for altemate ways ofgenerating capital, it is only natural (and perhaps

inevitable) that Winnipeg would attempt to attract a greater number of visitors by constructing

and maintaining the Forks, the Exchange District, and facilities for professional sports teams. But

is Winnipeg putting the cart before the horse? It is true that manufacturing jobs are disappearing,

many other forms of employment are insecure, and altemate forms of capital generation are

needed. But it is also true that tourism is an industry that encourages private involvement at the

expense ofpublic concems. It is fortunate that the extreme side oftourism - the completely

staged attraction - has not yet sullied Winnipeg with its presence

Meanwhile, those elements curently ignored in tourism are surfacing daily in the local

media. current economic instability has led to social instability, which in turn has produced

significant social problems such as poverty, unemployment and crime. Faced with the possibility
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of long-term unemployment, becoming a crime victinr, or simply being unable to afford the basic

necessities of life, the citizenry of winnipeg are understandably concemed about their future.

so, in light of problems that are now common in every major urban centre in North

America" the notion of strengthening winnipeg's potential as a tourism destination must be

considered very carefully. The civic govemment must consider the problems that exist before any

venture desþed to attract non-residents is approved.

Perceived economic benefits from tourism, and community concerns are two ofthe

opposing tensions that planners will be facing in the 90's, Does urban tourism have to emphasize

a variety of privately managed theatrical stage s€ts and props, or is there a way for the local

community to be involved in each aspect ofthe tourism process? It will be argued in the next

chapter that those forces that emphasize commodification must be tempered with regard for the

conc€ms ofthe local citizenry. A city planner, or to be more precise a tourism planner, can bring

an understanding ofthe economic and social impact oftourism 'to the table'to resolve conflicts

between different stakeholders. While the next chapter will briefly examine the proper role ofthe

planner when it comes to tourism initiatives, tourism-related proposals for Winnipeg will first be

reviewed to discem the cunent, officially desþated role of tourism in winnipeg,s planning

initiatives.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE PLANNER'S ROLE IN THE TOURISM SYSTEM

1.0 Background

The previous two chapters have examined urban tourism f¡om a theoretical perspective as

well as a qualitative and quantitative perspective. Looking at this industry in this manner, it is

revealed that tourism can be seen as either a functioning system or as a destructive force. Any

type of tourism entails the selling of a commodity or series of commodities (in this case, a city and

its attractions) to interested customers (tourists). Tourism advertising creates a desirable image

of a city, while providing information about the types of services and attractions available. As

marketing devices, Canadian promotional literature expertly depicts Canadian cities, spectacles to

possible tourists. unintentionally, perhaps, these brochures also provide a glimpse of the ongoing

production each city engages in. The thematic elements analysis illustrated that Canadian cities

basically promote themselves in a similar manner. Minute differences can be seen regarding the

frequency of thematic elements in the examined sample of city promotional material. For

example, brochures showcasing Toronto and Montreal may devote several photographs to

reinforce the metropolitan theme, while Fredericton and winnipeg emphasize a variety of

attractions in an attempt to appeal to a variety ofpeople, to possibly increase their share ofthe

Canadian tourist market.

commodification is an inevitable by-product of tourism, and in its most extreme

manifestation (see the comments in chapter 2, section 2.5, about the west Edmonton Mall) can

be alienating to the local population even as it attracts a greater number of tourists. Seen as a

commodity, winnipeg is competing with other canadian cities that may have greater strengfhs
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þerceived or real) in history geography special events, and great spectacles. Because the goal

oftourism advertising, like any other kind of advertising, is to'sell the sizzle,, day-to-day elements

are left out the promotional package. Al1 urban destinations acquire a sheen of unrealþ, with no

crime, poverty, unemployment, or racism.

In reality, winnipeg is a cþ experiencing a variety of social and economic ailments.

Tourism is seen as a possible solution to current economic stress experienced by the city, but any

tourism initiatives will have to be devised with all the stakeholders participating in the planning

process, rather than a select group representing limited interests.

This chapter examines the role ofthe planner in the urban tourism system. An

examination ofplanning documents thar highlight proposed policies and ideals for the city of

winnipeg will give some background as to the current role of the planner. As will be shown, the

planner must deal with opposing concems; development for tourism versus community

participation. Strategies toward a workable tourism system will be discussed at the conclusion of

this chapter.

2.0 The @esignated) Role of Tourism in Winnipeg

The latest city planning documents describe the proposed conditions regarding tourism in

winnipeg. several of these documents, ncluding Ptan winnipeg: Towqrds 2010, and, centre

Plan, ue examined to illustrate the role of tourism in Winnipegr. Background information about

Tourism \{innipeg, the city's marketing agency, will also be examined. It will be shown that these

I wlile there are even newer plans available, such as wi ,u,iwg's Transplan aûd. st .aregic plan, an
examination ofthese mâterials was not i¡cluded in this s€ction. It was felt by tlús resea¡che¡ tiat p/ø¡r lyinn¡peg,
Centre Plan and, Tourisn Winnipegts Slrategic P/an adequately illustrâted the civic government's current feelings
regarding tou¡ism. An i¡terview with Penny McMilla.n, Executive Director of Touriim Mnnipeg, aclded some
wluable insights into the ¡ature of tou¡ism initiatives in Winnipeg.
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documents do support tourism initiatives but do not provide the necessary dialogue between

community, planner, and tourism.

2.1 Plan Winnipeg: Towards 2010

Within the Economic Development chapter of this document,the Tourism Initiatives

section contains a 'statement ofprinciple,:

t'The City seeks to capítslize upon opportuníties for economic development avaìlable through
the support and promotion of tourismtt(City of Winnipe g, 1993a,351.

This statement is backed by the foltowing reasoning:

Winnipeg has much to offer visitors and much to gain by pursuing tourism as a
growth industry. Tourism winnipeg has pursued this goai and cãntinues to do
so. As well, the lvinnipeg convention centre contributes to the tourism industry
by promoting its facilities. Not only is it necessary for the city to support thesá
agencies, it must ensure the viability of the attractions and iestinaiins litalics
minel being promoted so that they may continue contributing to the succìss of
the industry.

while winnipeg must be promoted, the Downtown must be given speciar
consideration in light of its vital contribution to the economic wetf-being åf the
city. It is also the central destination for tourism activity (city of wi-nnipeg,
1993a, 35).

Some ofthe proposed policies that follow these statements include:

. 2G-01 Support Tourism and Convention Actívítíes
The city shall attempt to maximize the associated economic benefits oftourism and
convention activities by:
i) aggressively promoting attractions, events, and convention opportunities,
ii) continuìng its support for the lvinnipeg convention centre òãrporation'and Tourism

Winnipeg, and
iï) enhancing the unique assets, amenities, and attractions ofthe city through high quality

maintenance.

Reshaping Cities for Toutis1¿s
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It is unclear whether point tkee is ackrowledging transportation, accommodation and restaurants

when it mentions "amenities". White these components are mentioned elsewhere within the

document, they should be included explicitty within the tourism section of the ptan ll/innipeg

document.

. 2G-02 Prcmote the Dotyntown
The city shall take special measures to promote the Downtown generally, and the various
attractions within the Downtown specifically, as tourist and visitór destiÃations (City of
Wiruripeg, 1993a,35).

The idea of supporting tourism initiatives crosses over into many other policy areas

designed to enhance the overall image of winnipeg. For example, within the Heritage Assets

section of this document, the following policy emphasizes the importance of maintaining the city,s

heritage assets,

. 6C-05 Estøblish ø Buildings Conservation List
The City shall establish and maintain a buildings conservation list under which buildings,
erections, and structures deemed to be ofspecial architectural o¡ historical interest mày be
listed for the purpose ofprotection from demolition with priority given to the restoration,
revitalization, and preservation ofthose assets which exist within ã collection ofheritage
resources (City of Wirxripe g, 1993a, ll4).

This policy preserves historical areas of Winnipeg such as the Exchange District. Unlike

many other urban centres, Winnipeg does not have to fabricate heritage attractions, as these

buildings are already present. Other policies emphasize the importance of a clean and vibrant

downtown area:
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; 6D-03 Estctblísh Maìntenance Stønilards
The City shalt establish a high standard for maintenance in the Downtown including street
cleaning, sidewalk, and street maintenance, and the upkeep of street furniture and other
enhancements.

. 6D-04 Encourage Downtovtn Festivìtìes
The City shall encourage activities in the Downtown which foster a spirit of celebration
and festivity and which promote the participation ofboth ¡esidents and visitors (City of
Winnipeg, 1993a, 115).

The preceding policy goes a short way toward incorporating social elements (such as the

residents of Winnipeg) within touristic fi.lnctions. The following policy in the Downtown policy

area section focuses on tourism in selected areas:

. 5B-06 Encourage Tourist Fttcilities and Services
The city shall encourage the development offacitities and services in the Downtown
which serve the needs of tourists and visitors to lvinnipeg (city of winnipe g, 1993a, g7).

The assumption here is that hotels and restaurant development would be supported by the

City. Key urban attractions such as arts, entertainment and culture are best emphasized within the

following policy under the Arts, Entertainment, and Culture section.

. 6E-01 Recognize ønd hon ote Impoñdnce
The City shall continue to recognize the importance of its arts, entertainment, and cultural
communities as major contributors to its urban image and shatt promote awareness of such
both within and outside Winnipeg (City of Winnipeg, 1993a, 1 16)

Finally, the Civic Promotion section ofthis document briefly outlines two notable policies:

. 6G-01 Promote posìtive Attitude
The City shall take a leadership role in promoting a positive attitude to potential business
interests, residents, visitors, and tourists.
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. 6G-02 Coonlinøte Promotional Efforts
The City shall take a leadership role in coordinating the promotional efforts of Winnipeg
and the various agencies the City supports (City of Winnipeg, 1993a, 1 18).

This last cited policy is crucial, as the various components that make up the tourism

system need to be fully considered as an integrated whole for winnipeg to be a viable tourism

destination. This document is clearly a reflection of the times, as environmental stewardship and

social equity are also addressed. However, the largest section is devoted to urban development

management or inf¡astructural issues.

The policies withinthe Plan l(innipeg: Trnvards 2010 document are useful starting points

toward effectively managing tourism within winnipeg. However, due to its' general nature, this

document fails to recognize the intricacies and complexity that is present in any properly

functioning tourism system, While it is true that recognizing the importance of historic building

conservation, maintenance standards, downtown festivities, and provision oftourism facilities and

services are positive steps toward a functioning tourism system, there are additional factors that

have to be considered in order for tourism to be economically and socially viable in winnipeg.

Taken together, the proposed tourism policies are commendable in theory but too vague

to be effeotively implemented in practice. Further consideration ofthe tourism system,s

components is required.

2,2 The Downtown Handbook & Centre plan

Winnipeg's Centre Plan (1995) proposes a variety of measures to economically revitalize

the downtown. Before this document is examined, it is worthwhile to review the Downtown

Handbook. This document is the backgrounder to the centre plan process, and it is worth
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examining because this resource reference compiles suggestions towards a revitalized downtown.

The 'Tourism' section ofthe Handbook states that "rapid growth oftourism represents an

opportunity for economic development in the downtown" (city of winnipeg, 1993b, 110). This

section supports this assertion with reasons why this should be the case. The downtown should

be idealty suited for wiruripeg residents, but also be that part ofthe city seen by the rest ofthe

world. Tourism is cited as becoming increasingly important to downtown locations because of

the projected growth of this industry.

Borrowing from the International Downtown Association (IDA), the Downtown

Handbook states that successful tourism development is based on five important principles:

1. Quality- The quality ofplace, the environment and the experience are what make tourism

work in the first place. A quality place and experience will produce quality visitors and

will maximize economic impact.

2. value- The visitor must clearly sense that he or she is getting true value for money spent.

This relates in large part to the quality of service received. Most people don't mind paying

for a good, high quality experience. They complain bitterly about paying too much for a

poor experience.

3. concentrario,?- concentration and critical mass go hand in hand and are ofìen most

difficult to achieve. The ability to concentrate attractions, facilities and services in a

convenient accessible location is essential to creating a 'destination, experience.

4. Critical Mass- The product of concentrating attractions, services and facilities in a small

area is critical mass, and critical mass creates excitement, adventure, fi.ln and lots of
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people. Too many communities try to scatter their attractions in order to satisfu parochial

interests.

5 A Rich Densily of Experience- The product ofthe preceding four principles oftourism is

what makes for a successful tourism system, and a resulting maximum economic impact.

It is the rich density ofexperience that not only attracts people to begin with but brings

them back time and time again. Importantly, these are the places that not orfy attract

visitors but locals as well, thereby maximizing the market impact (International Downtown

Association, 1991 cited in City of Winnipeg, 1993b, 110-13)

Principle 2 echoes Gurur's assertion that well-managed services and attractions are crucial

to the optimal functioning ofthe tourism system. The last three principles repeatedly state that

having attractions, services and transportation linkages to these things within a certain area

creates the impression that there is a great deal worth experiencing in the city. principle I is

vague in that 'quality' is not really defined. By quatity, could the IDA mean well-managed

components in the tourism system, or something else?

Baltimore, Maryland, is then cited as the city that is properly developing its downtown as

a centre for urban tourism by: adding more attractions and entertainment centres around the

downtown; stimulating the popular attractions around the Inner Harbor; promoting the expansion

ofthe Convention Centre; supporting efforts to secure a football franchise by constructing a new

football stadium and sports facility; and increasing downtown's share ofconvention and group

tourism business by marketing downtown internationally (city of winnipeg, 1993b, l l3).
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Citing an American city with a distinct geographical advantage (proximity to other urban

centres), and history (an early part of American history), as a useñrl tourism-system template for

winnipeg, a city that is geographically isolated and has a significantly smaller population base, is

symptomatic ofa desire to "fix" a problem by copying well-known superficial strategies, rather

than attempt to devise an original idea based on the unique characteristics ofthe city in question.

This background, however, merely sets the reader up for the following list, once again provided

by the IDd that illustrates once and for all what the downtown requires to be successful from a

tourism perspective:

Small Va[ue-Added Businesses (industries of the mind)

University Connection sÆxpansions

Urban Tourism (Place-Making)

Entertainment

The Arts

Specialty/Good Value Retail

Public Facilities/Offi ces

Housing

Sports

Family Attractions (IDd 1991 cited within City of Winnipeg, 1993b, 113)

Most of these 'best bets' are already present in winnipeg's downtown. Meanwhile, great

effort is being expended to provide those attractions not yet present in the downtown, such as a
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modern facility for sports-based attractions. This list, and the Baltimore example, illustrate that

most cities, including winnipeg, wish to reshape sections of their downtowns into memorable

spectacle. Yet there is a danger that such a "by-the-numbers,' approach to tourism in every North

America¡ city will lead to a standardization or McDonaldization (Ritzer, 1993) of those ptaces

wishing to leave a lasting impression on the fickle tourist. Far from creating a distinctive place,

many urban downtowns could fall into the trap ofaccelerating placelessness and elsewhereness.

Tourism should capitalize on a city's assets, but greater consideration ofthe tourism system is

essential in order to understand how tourism can provide economic and social rewards in a

particular city.

As was stated in lhe Downtown Handbook, the supporting framework of tourism (services

and transportation) has to be designed with tourism in mind. Services should be well-managed,

designed properly, and placed near attractions and other components. It is difficutt to integrate

transportation, though, as the many modes are owned and operated by different private and public

entities. Yet an effort should be made to include these differing interests in travel promotion, for

many forms of transportation (inctuding technologically outdated ones) are considered to be an

essential part ofthe tourists' experience.

On paper, the principles that guide Centre plan's (1995) recommendations are

commendable. Briefly, these principles are inclusion and consensus, participation and

communication, equity and fairness, community self-reliance, sustainability, a people-frrst

approach and integration. Regarding the last principle, the report states that "a balanced approach
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is necessary, one that recognizes the interdependency ofpeople, issues, responses, and actions,'

(City of Winnipe g, 199 5, 9).

Significantly, two ofthe major sections in this document are entitled I vision oJ

community and Belonging and, A vision of prosperity and Innovatlo¡¡. The former section

advocates neighbourhood planning, safety and security, while the latter section contains several

strategies designed to revitalize the downtown:

; Maintain a healthy and viable retail market downto.wn (City ofWiruripeg, Igg5,2i)

+ Encourage and Mpport the consolidation of major arts, entertainment, and a rw.al

facilities downtown (City of Winnipe g, l99S,2B).

c Foster a positive climate for ttap inveslments and redet elopment in the downtown (City of

Winnipeg, 1995,31).

' Develop a strong, practical marketing planJor the downtown backed by research urd

supported by effective communicaÍions (Cify of Winnipeg, 1995, 3 1).

under the section entitled ,4 vision of soul and personaliry, centre plan emphasizes the

importance ofPortage and Main, and other character areas such as the Exchange District,

chinatown, and Broadway. The Forks, the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, and heritage buildings

within and outside the Exchange District are also cited as being unique components of wirxripeg

(City of Winnipeg, 1995, 47-9).
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Each ofthese strategies would have an impact on tourism initiatives, but the most direct

statements originate from the Urban Tourism subsection ofthe Vision section ofCentre p[an.

This subsection states that "the tourism industry is becoming more sophisticated and the depth

and breadth oftourism offerings is expanding rapidly" (city of wiruripeg, rgg5, zg). In addition,

this subsection states that "ifthe objective is to make tourism work effectively for downtown

economic development and the well-being of the city, then we must be aware of the importance of

tourism internationally and nationally" (city of winnipe g, 1995,29). The strategy for urban

tourism outlined in Centre Plan is to

. Actively promote lhe downÍo'wn's as,sets as a means of stimulatirrg growrh in urban lourism

(City of Winnipeg, 1995, 29).

while the downtown area does contain a variety of tourism-related assets, it is still

unfortunate that the rest of Winnipeg is not considered. This can be justified by the fact that this

plan is specific for the downtown area, yet there are other assets th-roughout winnipeg and

outside the city limits that could be added to the package, strengthening winnipeg's image to

tourists.

Another criticism is that while this document outlines strategies relating to community

needs and overall vision for the downtown, these concerns are not combined. It wilt be argued

later in this chapter that effective tourism initiatives require citizen input.
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2.3 Tourism Winnipeg's Strategic Plan

Tourism Winnipeg's 1995 Business Plan (also referred to as their strategic plan) states

that the mission of this agency is "to market the City of Winnipeg as a destination for individuals

and groups ofvisitors" (Tourism winnipeg, 1995, l). The goals ofthis agency are as follows:

To increase visilor expenditures in Ilinnipeg lty 50z6 over the previous yeqr.

To partner with industry and government to develop and deliver efÍective visitor markeling

progrdms.

t To increase public qworeness of the value of tourism and the work of rourism llirmipeg

(Tourism Winnipeg, 1995, t).

The strategic plan states that the success of Tourism Winnipeg is "ultimately measured in

terms of visitor expenditures" (Tourism Winnipeg, 1995, l).

Established in 1988 by the city of winnipeg, Tourism winnipeg is the city,s desrination

marketing agency, and it represents a partnership between the private, non-profit and public

sectors. It is a corporate entity at "arms length" from the civic government, although several city

councillors (along with several businesspersons) sit on the Tourism Winnipeg Board of Directors.

Tourism winnipeg reports to the Mayor through the Executive policy committee. Being a

marketing agency, Tourism Winnipeg does not conduct any planni ng per se,but the agency's

concerns are relayed through strategic planning initiatives such as the Centre Plan committee. In

this respect, Tourism Winnipeg assumes the perspective ofthe visitor, and stresses the impofiance

of safety, signage, and adequate transportation to various attractions within the city. Tourism
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Winnipeg receives input from all parties interested in increased tourism visitation (restaurants,

hotels, the arts community, business improvement groups) and produces promotional material for

Winnipeg according to the wishes of these groups (McMillan, 1995)

It should be stressed that while Tourism Winnipeg is a marketing agency, it favors tourism

development that is oriented toward experience and en¡ichment, rather than escapism and

consumption. In addition, this agency has attempted to promote the city,s neighbourhoods by

meeting with Winnipeg's Business Improvement Zone groups. So white this corporation does not

engage in any planning, it does conduct a form oftourism planning in that it researches viable

tourism opportunities, obtains input from a cross-section ofinterests, and promotes the city

according to the wishes ofthose interests as well as the perceived expectations ofthe visitor. It

also advises winnipeg's city plaruring department, through various committees, as to what needs

to be done to attract increased visitation from other parts ofthe world (including other parts of

Canada) to Winnipeg. At the present time, neighbourhood concerns are not actually represented

in any ofthese initiatives.

3.0 Tourism Planning in Winnipeg

Gunn points out that "cities are increasingly becoming travel destinations in their own

right because ofthe many attraction amenities-convention centers, museums, art galleries, parks,

pedorming arts centers, shopping centers, specialty foods, and sports arenas". This is a positive

step toward tourism development, as "attraction features function best not in isolation but when

clustered together... although important in the past, clustering is stronger in contemporary tourism
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planning because of modern transportation modes, marketing mechanisms, and higher investment

of development" (Gunn, 1988a, 125).

While the plans examined in the previous section presented commendable ideas, in practice

the emphasis on tourism is still seen by many as an opportunistic invasion of private interests into

a locale. This undesirable outcome has been traced by Richard Butler (19g0) His life cycle

theory ofa tourism destination revolves around an area becoming a popular destination to

visitors, then becoming saturated by private tourism industries (restaurants, hotels, souvenir

shops) eager for a slice ofthe newly discovered tourism market. This type of saturation can be

seen as the destructive end-product of over-commodification, and in some parts ofthe world,

such as Florida, the tourism juggernaut continues to completely reshape entire regions without

considering the interests ofthe local citizenry.

It has been observed by this researcher that many North American cities, including

Baltimore, san Antonio, Phoenix, winnipeg and vancouver have reshaped sections of the city

centres for tourism purposes in an aftempt to revitalize the downtown. This represents

commodification on a smaller scale, as only portions ofa city are being altered. yet

commodification in a tourism context can be damaging to a city,s efforts of long term economic

prosperity ifthe local citizenry sees new initiatives as an invasion from outside or as a

development controlled by a select group ofbusiness-minded individuals. For tourism in

winnipeg to be successful, there has to be careful consideration of the components within the

tourism system. Without community participation to augment tourism initiatives the public will

feel alienated and resentfi.ll toward tourism development.
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3.1 A Tourism System in Winnipeg

The interrelationships (see Figure l) between the supply-side components of the tourism

system (services, information/promotion, transportation, attractions) supports the principle that

the tourism system is an extremely dynamic one. This concept defines the scope oftourism

planning and the work ofall actors involved. Tourism planning must include, but carurot stop

with, the consideration ofthe location and development oftourism-related services such as hotels,

motels, and restaurants. Additionally, tourism planning must also include the development of

transportation systems for travellers. Of course, without strategically located attractions to lure

travellers, the hotels, airlines, and advertising would not be required. But from a regional

planning point of view, it is difficutt to organize tourism planning only on the basis of structural

elements (Gunn, 1988a, 69). All of these things must be integrated into a functioning whole.

The informationav promotional component is especially important as this device can

create demand o¡ desire to visit a particular place. As is the case in other canadian cities,

Winnipeg supplies information about attractions and events through various brochures. Some of

these give an overview ofthe city, while others are either season-specific (e.g. issues of lhe I,There

Winnipeg tounsm publication) or region-specific (e.g. material about St. Boniface). Interestingly,

much of Winnipeg's promotional material attempts to cater to residents as well as tourists. This is

an extremely good idea, as most of an existing tourism system, including transportatiorq can be

used by tourists and residents. However, it must be recognized that the residential population will

not require services such as hotels and restaurants to the same extent as tourists.

Although all components ofthe tourism system are important to its functioning,

attractions provide the energizing power. Attractions, however, are not well understood and are
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often interpreted as only 'commercial'. They are considered "the miror side of market interests,

the places where personal and social expectations fiom travel are realized" but, "those regions

contemplating new development or expansion oftourism need to place high priority on the

planning, establishment, and quality operation ofattractions" (Gunn, 19gga, 107). cities, by their

very size and structure, can provide a variety of attractions, as well as required services and

transportation [inkages.

The proper consideration of the supply-side components ofthe tourism system is or y the

beginning oftourism planning. Rather than envisioning a system offour or five intemelated

components, "any planning for tourism in the future must take into account the core ofthe

tourism functional system and the many factors influencing it" (Gunn, 19g8a, 76). There are also

external factors that cannot be forgotten such as natural resources (climate & scenery), cultural

resources (ethnicity, history), entrepreneurship, finance, labor (as part of sewice sector),

competition (several choices for tourist, a factor for promoters to consider), cofimunity (the

planner interacts with this), govemmental policies (the planner interacts with this as well),

organization and leadership.

Ifthe major components ofthe tourism system (attractions, transportation facilities,

accommodations, food services, retail sales and services) are to be maintained, the factors

outlined below in Figure 5, are what they depend upon. In greater detail, the additional critical

factors to consider as they apply to Winnipeg can be described are as follows:
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Figure 5: Influences on the Tourism System
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Sourco: d€rived from Gunn, Tour¡sm ptanning, lggaa, p.79,

For tourism planners, these factors can be defined as the 'su'ounding inputs' that can

affect the fi¡nctioning of a tourism system. Most of these, as they apply to winnipeg, already exist

in one form or another:

o Naturøl resources: a 45-ritnute drive north of winnipeg is Lake winnipeg and several

towns (Ginrli, winnipeg Beach) that contain natural scenery. North-east of winnipeg is the

beginning of the Canadian Shield and Whiteshell Provincial Park. In Winnipeg itself there

is the historic junction of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers. While the importance of this site

is well recognize{ (the Forks, the riverpath), acknowledgement (and promotion) of rural
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attractions is usually left to Travel Manitoba. The city of winnipeg shoutd higtrlight those

places that are a day's drive from the city.

cultaral resources.' winnipeg has these in abundance, from buildings and areas with a long

and interesting history (cN station, Fort Garry Hotel, the Exchange District, the parliament

building) to monuments corrunemorating historical events. There are festivals and events

that highlight Winnipeg's local characteristics (Festival du Voyager, Folk Festival,

Folklorama, International Children's Festival), as well as professional sports teams

(Winnipeg Jets hockey franchise, Winnipeg Blue Bombers football club).

lÌìahle service communìties: Gunn defines cities within a tourism region with a developed

"service-structure" as fitting this criterion. As an attraction in itself, winnìpeg contains a

wide variety of restaurants and hotels. These must be promoted in the tourism literature

more prominently.

Eosy access: this factor acknowledges the importance oftransportation and highway

development. winnipeg is bisected by the Trans-canada highway, and is served by air, rail,

and bus transport. Navigational difficulties may lie in the city itsel{ which has some street

networks which could be considered frustrating to visitors. Bus service may also be

conside¡ed inadequate (no free shuttle service downtown). Maps contained within

winnipeg's brochures can alleviate some of the difficulties involved in city navigation. The

transit service will have to become more user-friendly. within the downtown area, parking
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has often been cited as a problem by residents and tourists alike. strict controls on parking

could be relaxed, and the introduction offree parking during weekends would improve the

overall parking situation dramatically.

Existing markets.'in promoting itself as a tourism destination, winnipeg is not starting

from square one. Many ofthe essential attractions and facilities already exist within

winnipeg or in the areas surounding the city. Additional development of attractions and

services depends upon available financial resources, the vision oftourism planners, and the

acceptance/participation ofthe local population in any tourism initiatives. But ifadditional

tourism resources or facilities are proposed, it is essential that the market viability ofsuch

additions be examined to see if any overlap exists from nearby markets or from the city

itselfl

Fa'¡,orable development imøge: the presence ofthis factor depends on visitors' past

experiences in Wiruripeg. If Winnipeg has a poor reputation for service provision,

transportation usage, and informational clarity, future tourism effiorts will be hindered due

to negative tourism experiences. This is a crucial concem, for it is quite possible that many

who have visited the city for a short time found their stay to be less than satisfactory. once

again, the presence ofthe other factors can alleviate the difficulties surounding the city's

image. Brochures can only go so far in doing this; the other components within the tourism

system also need to be well-developed and integrated properly.
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ç Locol acceptonce of tuurtsm: Gunn has stated that "ifthe local electo¡ate and leadership

fully understand the implications oftourism and favour its development, further expansion

has support" (Gunn, 1988a, 223). In Winnipeg's case, the civic govemment's emphasis is

usually on the viability of infrastructural improvements and cleaning operations. Due

perhaps to rising unemployment and dissatisfaction with govemment, the citizens of

winnipeg are antagonistic toward any development designed to provide an entertainment

function. City boosterism is an important factor in gauging the long-term success of

tourism, but this outcome cannot simply be created with a slogan such as " 100 Reasons to

Love winnipeg". It is important that social concerns that affect the residents ofthe city

(poverty, jobs, crime, infrastructural maintenance) be addressed as significant concerns that

need to be resolved in a constructìve manner. Tourism can be seen as the outward

extension of a city-grown boosterism effort. white the participation ofthe local population

in deciding the city's tourism future may cripple some future tourism initiatives, this

outcome is preferable to city-wide resentment of any new tourism development.

Participation can take the form ofround-table type meetings to discuss future plans, as well

as residents involved in the provision ofthe accommodation and dining. All the factors

that make up a favorable holiday experience (service provision, transportation reliability,

sightseeing ease) depend not only on participation ofthe local population but on the

residents' general support as well, Acceptance oftourism initiatives by the local residents

may seem like excess icing on the cake, but a positive attitude displayed by the city,s

inhabitants equals a positive view ofthe city, which in turn equals a positive city image that

is attractive not only to prospective tourists but also to repeat visitors. This attitude could
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manifest itself in the form offriendlier service, and less negativity (but more constructive

criticism). while these things may sound trivial to some, it should be noted that sometimes

the "extra icing" leaves the greatest impression on visitors.

Favorable government controls: while participation by the electorate is encouraged, too

many government constraints spoil tourism development. These factors should be balanced

against one another. There may be jurisdictional problems as well, between private

companies and government, or between different governmental entities (such as winnipeg

Tourism and Travel Manitoba). Ifproblems such as these do exist, they should be resolved

so as not to deter fr¡rther tourism growth. cooperation between different levels of

goverìment, private concerns, and the public is a dificult, but not impossible, situation to

attain.

Availøhle løndfor ileuelopmenr: winnipeg has the potential to convert land in the

downtown area cunently owned by the government (near the Forks), or used for outdoor

parking, into tourism-related facilities. But \'/ith so many tourism assets already in place,

this is a less significant factor in Winnipeg.

Availabílíþ of entrepreneurs ønd monagers: Local entrepreneurs have recently taken the

initiative in financially supporting the cultural resource known as the winnipeg Jets hockey

franchise. on a smaller scale, locally-based restaurants provide culinary experiences at the

Forks in addition to other areas of Winnipeg.
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Avøiløbility of lobour pool: the supply-side components that enable a smoothly functioning

tourism system requires a large labour pool. winnipeg can provide this, as many people

have lost theirjobs due to plant closures or stores going out ofbusiness. Naturally, a shift

oflarge sectors ofthe population from manufacturing to service provision could not

proceed overnight (re-training programs would be essential), but in time the city could

provide required services and transportation, simply because the labour pool and

entrepreneurial spirit exists in Winnipeg.

Avøílahíliþ ofJinønces: money is the most crucial factor for tourism development. capital

investment can either be public, governmental in nature, or private (from an outside

investor). The problem with outside investors, as Gunn points out, is that while local

residents realize that resource assets should be protected through land use controls, an

outside investor may simply refuse to invest under such conditions (Gurn, 19gga, 224).

Public spending, meanwhile, is currently focused on job creation and infrastructural

improvement (which are often the same thing). \lhile this factor's importance cannot be

underestimated, its probable absence may not be too critical, for most of winnipeg,s actual

tourism attraction network is already developed, or is funded as historical or cultural

resources. If any adjustment needs to occur within winnipeg's tourism system, it is within

the areas of transportation, service provision and promotion. If greater citizen participation

is the goal in fi.lture tourism planning initiatives, the planner should perhaps examine

alternate ways ofûrnding, to escape the stranglehold outside investors often place on a

city's resources.
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Whi[e these factors involve an integration of attractions, promotion/information, services,

and transportation, they also require input and commitment from creative businesspersons,

designers, and residents. The organization and facilitation ofvarious interests should be provided

by a planning agency.

It should be recognized that places that do not contain all the thematic elements

(distinctive geography, undeveloped support services, little in the way ofhistorical resources) are

at a distinct disadvantage. Fortunately, the conditions in Winnipeg are nowhere near this negative

extreme, as this city does contain a variety ofassets that can be promoted. Missing thus far has

been a more concrete integration, as well as an acceptance ofthe (intenelated nature) ofthe

factors that make up the tourism system. Although a continuous planning process would ideally

encompass a great integration of all factors ofthe tourism system, it may be necessary to

empower a central tourism agency at the highest level ofgovemment to be the catalyst for

continuous planning. A diverse image for a city is especially important, as the perception of

obtaining interesting, worthwhile, and exciting experiences is the goal ofthe tourist.

3.2 The Role of the (Tourism) Planner is to Bridge the Gap
Between Community & Commodity

As stated earlier, if developed inconectly tourism can erode the physical and social

environment. Even if all factors are duly considered, tourism still exacts some costs, as it requires

inf¡astructure provided by government. planning must enter the picture in order fo¡ tourism to

yield the perceived benefits, while reducing some ofthe difficulties associated with the

development ofa tourism system. Importantly, Gunn states that "such planning must be
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implemented by all actors involved in tourism, not delegated to professional planners alone',

(Gunn, 1988a, 23)

In considering the ideal relationship between tourism development and planning, it should

be remembered that "planning is a multidimensional activity and seeks to be integrative. It

embraces social, economic, politicat, psychological, anthropological, and technological factors. It

is concemed with the past, present, and future,, (Rose, 1984, 4S).

Planning has been c¡iticized in the past for wrapping promising tourism concepts in too

much red tape. Too much regulation can stifle innovation and entrepreneurship, obstructing the

realization of many tourism objectives. yet in some areas, more and better regulation may be

needed for health, safety, and resource protection, which are all vital to a smoothly functioning

tourism system. Planning mechanisms should be consensus-based, process-oriented, and dynamic

in nature:

Needed is tourism planning that is action-oriented, focused, explicit in mission,
proactive, continuing, integrative, and values intuition and judgement. These
qualities are particularly important for tourism because it is far more
complicated an economic, social, and environmental activity than most
(Gun4 1988a,24).

Tourism planning needs to involve local residents while coordinating development ofthe

tourism system. As stated earlier, the planner's role should be a facilitatory one that brings

separate interests together, controlling tourism-related development and allowing a community

voice to be heard. Below, Figure 6 illustrates how this relationship would bridge the gap between

commodþ and community:
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Fgurc 6: The Role of the Tourisrn planner

COMMUNIIY
orveLopvrml

Reænciling the two oppsing ¡nteresß

Listening to .

constituents
(Votes)

.., Allcrvuing

.,.. Develçment

...." (Campaign support)

Due to the inherent compleities within a tourism system, the idea ofbalancing various

factors and satis$ing each of the stakeholders is a great challenge. Balancing the development of

tourism resources with community needs is a daunting task, as there are inevitably some trade-offs

associated with any tourism-related development. For example, the community would have to
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accept the influx ofvisitors through service-provision and greatèr costs for supporting

infrastructure. Meanwhile development would have to be controlled so as not to allow

commodification processes to take over parts of the city. This may entail loss of potential

investors, but the domination ofa tourism system by private concerns would mean less economic

spin-offs to the community, as well as less control over the reshaping process at work in the city.

The planner's role is not an easy one, and for this role to be effective governmental bodies wi[

have to allow the tourism planner to act in the interests ofthe community.

The tourism planner must recognize the importance oftourism promotion as well as local

input. A locally administered and controlled tourism system reduces the chances of

commodification as it acknowledges the needs ofthe residential population rather than simply

catering to the development concems of a select group. At the same time, planning for tourism

requires market forecasting. As market attitudes and behaviour are dynamic, it is essential that

planners continuously monitor shifting traveller characteristics. At the same time, the local

citizenry should be surveyed to determine the types oftourism they would like to see within their

city. A well-thought questionnaire can supply the tourism planner with information on the kind of

tourism the community may support.

Once the tourism planner's role accommodates tourism development as well as community

involvement, the goal of creating a viable tourism system can be attained. Because the

characteristics ofthis system would be well understood, safeguards would be in place to protect

the destination f¡om over-saturation oftourism resources, while keeping civic pride and vision

alive among the citizens ofthe slightly ,,reshaped city".
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CONCLUSION

This thesis examined three questions with regard to tourism planning. These questions were:

c How qnd why have cities become comntodified ir:. a tourism context?

. What is promoted and what is ignored within the cie?

¡ Whal should the planner's role be regarding urban tourism?

Each ofthese questions have been addressed in chapters 2, 3 and 4, and are summarized in this

concluding section.

ll'hy Cíties Have Become Commoditìed" or Ílthy CommodiJìcøtìon is Inevitable

The reasoning behind large-scate commodification and marketing oftourism destinations

can be summarized in the following statement:

[Tourism] is an industry that pumps $21 billion a year into the Canadian
economy. It constitutes 4 percent of our gross national product and employs
600,000 people whose sole job is looking after the needs of foreign and
domestic visitors.... [yet] the tourist industry is cursed with a market that is hard
to pin down and identify @ingwall, 1990, 60).

Because the Canadian economic system is becoming less oriented toward the

resource-extraction and manufacturing industries and more oriented to service-based industries,

many urban centres view tourism as an economic panacea able to bring capital into the city once

again. several cities have responded to the economic promise espoused by tourism by reshaping

parts ofthe city into bright spectacle. such alte¡ations are done to enhance a city's image to

attract tourists.
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The dynamic nature oftourism encompassed a theoretical discussion ofthe nature of

commodification, advertising, city structure, and tourism attractions in chapter Two. In

examining this aspect oftourism, it was found that much ofthe critical literature views tourism as

a destructive invasion by outside interests. Tourism will always contain an aspect of

commodificatio4 as the goål ofthis industry is to sell a location's assets as a product. But

commodification at its most extreme reshapes whole urban regions into spectacle, transforming

sectio¡s ofthe city or countryside into exclusive stage-sets as income generated from these

spectacles does not filter down to the local communities. In addition, local concems are often

ignored in favor of spectacle-development initiatives.

Despite the misgivings by many theorists about tourism, it is believed that

commodification can be minimized and controlled if all of the interested stakeholders (industry,

community, govemment) a¡e involved in the tourism-planning process. current tourism

marketing efforts in lVinnipeg suggest that most (but not all) ofthe interested stakeholders are

involved in the marketing aspects of this industry.

llhof høs been Promoted and llhør has been lgnored, or lØhat shoultl be promoted

Literature reviewed in chapter two illustrated that tourism marketing, supplemented by

promotional material, is a continuous process ofimage creation and enhancement. Chapter Three

illustrated that image creation and product management come together upon reviewing tourism

promotional material from major canadian cities. It was also seen that despite geographic

distance and cultural differences, most oities convey simüar thematic elements to prospective
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tourists. A¡ emphasis on similar thematic elements illustrates that each city wishes to be seen as a

place where there is a great deal of attractions to see, and events to experience.

Although the image portrayed by each city is superficially positive and enticing, actual

tourism success in these cities may vary, due to geographic, cultural, or other factors. Despite the

fact that each Canadian city actively engages in tourism promotion, the economic benefits derived

from tourism are not equally distributed among the canadian cities promoting themselves.

It was seen that Manitoba does not attract as many people as the larger provinces in canada

(Alberta, British columbia, ontario, Quebec). yet on a per capita basis this province ranks third.

Meanwhile Winnipeg's visitation ranks 12th on a per capita basis.

To attract tourists initially, it is important to convey the right message to prospective

tourists through promotional devices such as pamphlets. In this respect, winnipeg has been guilty

ofnarrowcasting its projected image by focusing on one major attraction (photographs ofrhe

Forks) while ignoring the other sites in the city. on the other hand, clustering attractions is a

good idea from a tourism perspective, and designating the Forks as a primary attraction by

locating additional tourism or entertairiment resources the¡e should not be discounted.

Any tourism promotional material that focuses on Winnipeg should convey the impression

that there is plenty to experience. Effective promotion should also higtrlight services available and

show something else besides winnipeg attractions. winter events and festivals should be

recognized throughout the year, instead of during the winter months. Satellite attrâctions near

Wimipeg should also be given promotional consideration. This would provide tourists with the

more creative images of geography (Lake winnipeg, the whiteshell) and culture (numerous

distinctive small towns) currently lacking in the promotional literature that focuses on Winnipeg.
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Final.ly, the local population should be represented within the brochures pictorially, and with some

words about their friendly nature. While it would be unfeasible for such a promotional device to

contain many pictures of everyday winnipeg, less emphasis on regional culture and history would

give tourists an image of the city that reflects the true character of Winnipeg.

Interestingly, a great deal ofpotential exists in promoting a city,s attractions over the

computerized network of systems commonly known as the Intemet. New Brunswick has a

well-developed Internet site that highlights that province's attractions, as well as transportation,

dining and accommodation availability. Other regions of Canada are promoted through the "Fleet

House Travel" site, which contains a great deal of similar informBtion for cities and surrounding

regions. using the Intemet to promote tourism is an interesting idea, mainly because one can

access this information f¡om their home, provided they have a computer and a modem. The effort

involved in finding out what a city has to offer is reduced quite substantially, as any pertinent

information can be accessed simply by typing a few select keywords. For example, typing

'Winnipeg'would enable a user to see the types of information available for that city. Currently,

there exists only a few sites based in winnipeg. one net site describing the city ignores winter

altogether by giving the city a'warm and pleasant' ambience. clearly, there is potential in

distorting the truth to an even greater extent by producing a city,s image through a computerized

medium, yet the potential oftargeting the type ofmarket that engages in vacations in other cities

is large. using the Intemet as a resource to further promote the city of wiruripeg should be duly

considered.
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The RoIe of lhe Planner in Tourism Initiøtives, or llhy the Tourtsm planner is Necessury

while winnipeg does not contain all the thematic elements to the same extent as, for

example, vancouver, the components of winnipeg's tourism system can be strengthened provided

there are other factors in place. one ofthese factors is the vision espoused by the civic

govemment. Plan Il'innipeg: Towards 2010 and cenrre plan highlight winnipeg,s goal of

becoming a stronger tourism attraction by strengthening the viability of current attractions. In

addition, several factors, such as resource provision, local citizens' attitude, and inñastructural

maintenance are cited as being important factors to address when considering the enhancement of

lvinnipeg's image. Although the recognition ofthese factors is commendable, these documents

do not examine every factor that can affect the functioning ofthe tourism system; nor does either

document bridge the gap between community needs and tourism initiatives. The latest planning

documents provide some vision ofhow the city could promote itself and its resources. This is a

beginning toward integration between various factors within the city.

As a tourism destination and as a place to live, winnipeg has a great deal to offer. The

arts community continues to flourish, spectator and participatory sports enjoy year-round suppon,

and numerous historical attractions have established winnipeg as a city with an intriguing past.

The difficulty that many winnipegers have involves envisioning the city,s ñrture. Because many

manufacturing jobs have disappeared, people have a great deal of difficulty in even seeing their

personal futures continuing in Winnipeg. This city has faced insecurities coming from job losses,

questionable public spending, the rets-arena debate, youth crime, domestic violence, poverty, and

scorn from other metropolises higher in the urban hierarchy. Many ofthese problems are social

(or psychological) in nature, and should be addressed simultaneously while winnipeg promotes
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itself as a tourism destination. It should not be surprising that one policy in the plan winnipeg:

Towards 2010 document outlines the need for a "positive attitude". once the citizenry of

Winnipeg feel comfortable with all the aspects (good points and drawbacks) involved with living

in Winnipeg, the city will be able to project a positive image to tourists.

There are a great many factors that must be considered when examining, or planning to

expand or develop, a tourism system. Maintaining the balance between supply-side components is

the task of all the acto¡s involved in the functioning ofthe tou¡ism system, including the tourism

planner. Because each ofthese factors originates from a different source ofinterest, the aims of

these interests must be facilitated by tourism planners. Planners have the ability to visualize the

city as a system of dynamic inter-relationships and interests. At the same time, planners are well

placed, whether within govemment or business, to provide the necessary input and

trouble-shooting needed to enable winnipeg's tourism system to function to its maximum

potential. Because many planners are employed by the govemment, the job offacilitation could

produce effective results without becoming too regulatory. Howeveq planners working for

businesses or tourism groups should also consider all the factors involved that make tourism

function. Without the proper consideration of everyday things such as local support,

transportation costs, land usage, entrepreneurial input, and promotion, the positive overall

viability ofthe tourism destination will not be possible.

There are countless problems in co-ordinating finances, human resources, regulations, and

product development. These facto¡s are controlled by government, the electorate, businessmen,

interest groups, and the needs and desires ofthe tourists themselves. Naturally, the goals of each
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ofthese Sroups will differ from each other, so the planner'sjob should be to alleviate conflicts by

acting as a facilitator or tourism-resource co-ordinator. By the same tokeq other day+o-day

community-oriented concems cannot be ignored; these too must be fully considered. As an

extension ofthe governing body, the planner is ideally situated to bridge community concems

with tourism development.

There exists the possibility that the idea ofpeople providing entertainment for visitors may

not be a desired outcome for many ofthe city's residents. This may deter the tourism planner

from fully considering the wishes of the community, but an examination of the many factors

involved with a functioning tourism system illustrates that any stage production requires

numerous þersorurel) stage hands to make the production (tourism experience) successfril. A

factor that offsets this 'performing for others' syndrome is the fact that many ofthe components of

the tourism system can be used by the resident population as well. In providing positive spectacle

and service for others, urban ¡esidents are also providing something for themselves (city pride,

meeting travellers, contributing to the city's economic vitality). Citizen input is a requirement for

tourism to provide economic and social benefits to the city.

The residential population's support has to be included in a city's tourism equation" while

financial support has to be provided by public and private entities. Because of all the factors

involved, the tourism system needs a facilitator - with some regulatory poì ers - to help integrate

the concerns and aims of each of the interests involved . The tourism planner can provide this

function.

At the present time, the planning oftourism initiatives is limited to visionary statements in

planning documents and promotional efforts desþed to sell the city of winnipeg as a tourism
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destination. Both of these are functions are admirable, but the role of the tourism planne¡ will

have to be expanded to include all the relevant components and concems that contribute to the

development of Winnipeg as a viable tourism destination. This thesis has illustrated that reshaping

the city for tourism purposes is inevitable given current economic trends, but need not entail

large-scale commodification; the present image of winnipeg can be promoted to tourists and

future tourism initiatives can be facilitated by tourism planners so that industry, community, and

non-profit groups are able to reshape the city together in ways that are beneficial to all concerned

parties, as well as the City of Winnipeg and its residents.
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for All Seasons, Edmonton, Canada,1994.

Vancouver
Tourism vancouver, The vancouver Book: A visito¡'s Guide to Greater vancouver,

Vancouver, Canada, 199 4.

Tourism Vancouver, Vancouver's Top 10, Vancouver, Canada, 1994.

Vidorta
Tourism victoria, victoria and the Island: Imagine it in Living colour, victoria , canada,

1994.

Tourism victoria, victoria and vancouver Island: Visitor's Guide, Victoria, canada, 1994.
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APPENDIX A
Thematic Element Examples

from Canadian Tourism Promotional Material
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Thematic Element #l: Metropolitan
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Thematic Element#2: Memorable Attractions
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Thematic Element #3: Festivals & Events
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Thematic Element #4: Historical/cultural
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Thematic Element #5: Natural Attractions
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Thematic Element #6: Paradise found
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Thematic Element #7: The Sporting Life
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Thematic Element #8: Consumption
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Thematic Element #9: Deluxe food & lodging

For reservations
call your travel

agent or
1-800-228-3000.

Or, yol-r can call
the hotel

directìy at
4't6-869J1600.

Toronto's Dozutttott¡n Hotet by tlte Lake

TH¡, WTsnN HARBouR cAsTLE
Toronto
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Thematic Element #10: Motion
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otal in Canada
Jountry/P rovi nce Total Popularion Percentage inside CMA

]ANADA 2t,296.859 77.2

{ewfoundland 568,474 44.6

?rince Edward Island r29,765 56

Nova Scotia t99,942 60.4

\lew Brunswick 723,900 52

luebec t,895,963 77.3

Jntario 10,084,885 84.2

vlanitoba 1,O91,942 66.8

iaskatchewan 988,928 56.4

\lberta 2,545,5s3 74.7

lritish Columbia t,282,061 84.6

lukon Territory z7,797 64.5
rlorthwest Territories s7,649 26.3

Source: Domestic Trøvel, Slatistícs Cønaila, Cat Na 93-301,

ravel Sw'vey and International Travel Survey, spec¡al tctbulalions;

ravel 1992 (mittions of
Province of Receipt Domestic

Travel

money spent by money spent by
residents of residents ofother
homeprovince provinces

Intemational Total Share
Iravel ofGDP

money spent by Canadian travel
Foreþresidents receipts
m each province

Canada-total travel 12186 3836

Atlantic Provinces 312 l0l
Prince Edward Island 17 56

Nova Scotia 358 169

Nerv Brunsrvick 225 158

Quebec 2305 475

Ontario 4204 780

Manitoba 561 270

Saskatchervan 534 229

Alberta 1641 668

British Columbia 2031 72I

8059 28484 4.lo/o

nla nla nla

321 17 t6 4.00/o

nla nla nla

nJa nla nla

tt82 3962 25%
2900 7884 L9%
t02 933 3.9%

64 827 4.20/o

648 2957 4.0%

1556 4307 5.00/o

Sources:

Statistics Canada Cat. No. l3-213
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Tota tion in Canadian Census
tlat Rank Census Metropolitan Area Iotal Population

Ioronto 1,893.046

Vfontreal t.127.242

J Vancouver 1.602.502

4 )ttawa-Hull 920,857

5 ldmonton 839,924

6 Jalgary 754,033

7 l{innipeg 652,354
I Quebec t45.550

9 Hamilton i99.760

0 -ondon \8t,522

t Jt. Catherines-Niasara 164,552
) fitchener t56,421

3 Flalifax ì20,501

4 Victoria 287.897

5 Windsor 262,075

6 Jshawa 240,104

7 Saskatoon ¿10,023

8 ìegina 191,692
Source: 9l Census, Sturisfics Canada - CaL No. 93-303

1991
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Total Travel, Activity Participation by province of Destination, 1992
(thousands of person trips)

Source: derivedJi,ont Donrestic Trave| Statistics Canada - Cat. No- gZ-504

Activities

Total

one oÌ more
act¡vities

no activities
reported

Visiting
f¡iends/relatives

Festivals or events

Shopping

Sightseeing

Attend Cultural
events

Nightlife

Dining at high
testâurants

Visit theme park

Visit zoo

Visit Designated
or Historic

Attend sports
events

Participate in
spoÉs or outdoor
activitiçs

Swimming

rYater sports

Hunting/fishing

X-country skiing

Do$nhill skiing

Other sports or
outdoor activities

8432 263

14095 205

2886 nla

516l nla

14049 246

Íla nla 485

238 167 639

942 745 3244 341

Total Nfld. PEI. N.S. N.B. Que. Ont. Man. Sask. Alta. BC.
157857 3164 s22 50E8 3512 31207 s8717 7187 s32l 27280

119891 2303 427 3703 2562 24495 43908 5525 6944 t6047

37966 861 n/a 1385 950 6712 t4g19 7662 2377 S23g

7648'7 1470 270 22s1 1639 15883 29251 3509 4504 s220 841

6796 153 nla 296 133 739 2640 464 487 gg5 801

40237 1240 224 16sl 1018 s689 12'737 2188 2861 68?5

19912 364 201 82s 369 3286 6272 697 6.10 285s 4

3815 nla nla 165 nla 722 I39t 197 288 480

nta 287 247 1545 2727 423 503 1158 1251

nla 463 291 4077 4157 586 459 t7 tj

6271

20s47

8275

4578

3129

6656

t366

3021

8703

Íla 161 nJa 284 116l

nla 211 nla 1044 1729

209 s34 29t 1314 30?5

nla 233 172 892 2708

nla 349 343 4511 7251

nla 2O2 158 ll'17 3645

nla n/a nla 661 2523

nla nla nJa 477 1145

nla nJa nla 1319 3027

nJa nla nla 524 394

¡la 120 nla 1036 797

nla 152 139 2044 2324

926 798 2904 31

527 433 710 I

149 146 398

290 357 554

nla nJa 318

nla nla 475

183 182 368 671

820351390

r¡la

nla

nla

nlâ

nla

nla

nJa 516 387 1561 t49t
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